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In this view I am reminded of
an incident recently when as
we were
editors
newspaper
faced with • very important
decision whether or not to print
a story that was brought to us
that would have created a furor
In Fulton, the like of vrhich the
town has never seen. It was not
one of those matters where the
facts would have told the story,
but rather an editorial thing,
that as editors we could either
take or leave at our discretion.
Paul and I were discussing the
matter at the dinner table one
evening, completely oblivious of
the tact that the children were
taking the discussion all in at
their little table near ours. When
Paul and I deckled that the Wog
to do was wait until the weary
developed and the facts would
speak for themselves a little fellow at the table said:
"Mommie. news travels taster
by people before it gets in the
newspaper. So if some people
know about it, you ought tn
everybody
before
it.
print
knows it and then they think
that the newspaper is not doing
its duty

Lions Are Roaring
And Raring To Get
Park Equipment
diet and their visions and with
the help of all of Fulton they
hope to dish up a full menu of
e‘erything that's needed to making an outing in the local park
a very satisfying thing
But to fill the larder with
good things to enjoy takes money, as any customer will tell you,
that's why the Lion's Club is
planning an auction sale for Friday, August 31, to stock up on
other needed equipment for the
park. The auction will begin at
about one o'clock in the afternoon and. as yet the place, the
depository for gifts, etc., is yet
to be announced. lipwever, one
thing is sure and that is that
Col Charlie Burrow will be the

Dalton@ "Live UP"
Fhis Vacation With
Their Grandsons
K. P. and Mirabelli Dalton
"lived up" every minute of their
recent visit to Texas when they
spent two whole nights and days
with their fine grandsons Mark
and Brad Dalton in Harlingen,
Texas.
Grandpa Dalton hadn't seen
the boys in about three Years
and of course both IC P and
Elizabeth crowded the joys
mimed in thtee years into their
too short vacation with the boys.

Reminds me of the story of
the old Negro preacher who was
hailed into court for beating his
wife. When questioned by the
Judge he told that his wife had
called him a very uncomplimentary name and that's when the
fists started flying. The Judge
told the preacher that the name
he was called was no reason for
the vicious beating. But the
preacher persisted in that the
name-calling, was a real cause
and the Judge kept insisting that
to have his heredity questioned
was no excuse for violence.
Whereupon the preacher asked:
"What if your wife Nailed you the
REAL SO-AND-SO THAT YOU
ARE?"
That's about the attitude the
people would take if I took to
writing all the things I know
about, but my, my, my how they
*would enjoy reading about them.
So for- the present I think I'll
just confirm the news that everybody knows about and when
I decide that I'm in need of a
good obituary far myself I'll
print all the news that I know
about everybody, but that for
obvious reasons I'll confine to the
talking stage and not to the
printing stage.

Printing

Of All Kinds

.-

Telephone 470
"The Printing Number"

Number Thirty-Two

City Council Bows
To Citizens Group
Opposing Annex
• Abolishing an ordinance that would have extended
the city limits of Fulton, reducing the police force„ and
re-naming of several city streets were principal items of
discussion at a regular meeting of the City Council on
Monday night.
A petition signed by 40 citizens of the proposed annexation area was presented before the Mayor and
Council vigorously protesting against th.ii ordinance recently adopted that would have brought an area northeast of Fulton into the City limits,

Graham. Thad Fagan arid Bobby
Scates are general chairmen of
the event.
With these "chefs" doing the
Speaking for the citizens of so the ordinance was rescinded,
planning for the big auction
the area was James Mullenix Mayor Browning told the News.
there is already an assurance
who said that incorporation of The citizens of the area receive
that the big event will be a
the area in the City of Fulton city water, garbage pick-up and
bountiful success.
would have created financial are able to buy natural gas from
The entire community is behardship on the some of the the city.
ing requested to join in the
residents.
The area, which
event, and to donate items to
includes
It has been the contention of Cleveland Avenue, a portion of
be auctioned off. Lions road
the Mayor and Council and the Maiden Street and a portion of
Hornre and Jack Carter, will be
Planning and Zoning Commis- Vine, between Vine Street and
In charge of the items for sale.
sion that incorporation would, in Batsell Road, was annexed upon
A committee has been named
many instances, have brought the suggestion of Jack Carter,
to tour the city on Sunday, Auabout financial savings to resi- local postmaster, who along with
gust 19 and Sunday, August 36
dents of the area.
to pick up items that citizens
his wife, Jane, are planning a
The protesting group said new subdivision north of the
will donate. Local business housthey were prepared to take their Country Club Court area.
es will be contacted for items to
case to the Circuit Court for
auction.
Two members of the South
further action if the City Coun- Fulton Council met with the
Mite
Ey. Dept. et!ebbs leleties0
Evert with the small, but growIL*. Ow.
lee Waterlieldi
annasiya Hastan cassia et
cil persisted in its efforts to in- Fulton City Council Monday
ing amount of facilities at the
raillenah
corporate the area. The council, night in connection with the repark, the area is becoming a
felt that it did not want to im- naming of several streets in the
mecca for out-door fun. The wapose any action on citizens who Twin-Cities, a suggestion of the
ter fountain installed by the
were opposed to the armexation two Planning and Zoning CornRotary Club, the shelter house,
Picnic tables, benches and taFulton Drive-In Adds Some of the streets concerned
bles furflished by the Lion's
were: West Street
will be
Greased Pig To
Club are proving most popular
changed to Oak Street on the
for the picnickers. The baseball
Entertaiounent
Kentucky side; Church Street in
diamond and bleachers have
4000
South Fulton will be changed to
Witness
proved great fun for the pitchsomething
There'll
new
be
Calltilfe Student
and-catch groups.
and different in entertanment at Pearl Street; McDowell and ForBig Eyelet Of
Doing Summoner
the Fulton Drive-In movie on restdale will be known as FarIn the offing and the planning
Paducah
Pageant
Work At Mae-Do
the Martin highway Saturday. restdale; and a portion of E. 4th
stage is a concrete tennis court
A prelude to the first show- Besides a gci movie fare, Wayne will be called Market.
Mies Jean Arm Hyland, daughwith facilities that will afford
ing of the Pageant during the Dunavent, manager says that a
The Fulton City Council voted
fun for badminton, volley ball, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hyland is making news at Mac-Do Paducah Centennial was the live, greased pig will be given that the changes be made, and
(Continued on Page Five)
ordinances will be adopted at the
crowning of Jlinrnilynn Houston away.
Lodge in
sin, where she
next meetings of the Fulton and
Pageant queen by LL Gov.
as
Is a junior
, Roan*
The pig will be turned loose South Fulton
Harry Lee- Weteresitt
councils.
Jam was
by the .on
theIrristptds
of
the
drive-in
Moire than 4000 persons turned
The council rescinded the on
tor of the newspaper and the
and
the
person
able
to
catch
th
e
out to witness the coronation, the
dina.nce, which established as
News is pleased as punch to pubwily, greasy pork chops on foot
Pageant, and the fireworks disextra patrolman to take care of
lished that interview. With Jean
have
the
animal.
can
play which climaxed the evethe meters. Now, all patrohnea
at Mac-Do is Miss Kay Cherry,
Of course The pig will be will write tickets and take care
new church that has been built daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. D. ning's entertainment.
Tom Walden, Heath
High greased to make conquest more of the meters. The police departduring his pastorate here. And Cherry who is an archery in(Continued ea page five)
School senior and Governor elect difficult, but it'll be fun.
as a fitting climax to the happy structor there
of Blue Grass Boys State held
and impressive day. Hoyt WilThe interview follows:
at Ft Knox in June, introson, a young man who has
"Always smiling! Always gay! duced Lt. Gov. Waterfield.
worked closely
with Brother That's ou r jolly
camperaft
Lt. Gov. Waterfield said that
Hart told the Sunday night wor- counselor, Miss Jean
Ann Hy- Paducah had made great proshipers that he has answered the ' land, better known
to Mac-Do gressive strides in the past 100
call to the ministry. Hoyt is the Lodgers, as Miss
Jean. If you're I years and predicted that the city
son of Mr and Mrs. Camel Wil- ever
The Purchase District Fair at mitted free from 8 a.m. until 5
down South, you can ring would continue to expand in the
son. He has enrolled at Union her door bell at 512
Mayfield. August 14 through Au-. p.m. All rides at the carnival's
2nd Street, years ahead.
University in Jackson, Tenn., to Fulton, Ky. Her phone
number
The two and a half hour Pag- gust 18, is expected to produce midway will be reduced to 10
study for his admirable calling. is 1185. •
eant depicted scenes in Paducah one of the best harness and run- cents each for the youngsters on
Brother Hart has worked un"During the winter, Miss from 1856 to 1956 and paid tri- ning race programs in its history this day.
tiringly in the interest of his Jean attends St. Mary Of the bute
Thursday has been designated
also to Irvin S. Cobb and as $8,000 ip purses will be hung
congregation
and
the
n e w Woods College where she will the late Alben W. Barkley,
as "Homecoming Day." Invitaboth up for the winners.
church building is an indication be a Junior.
In
all,
a
total
of
28
harness
racof Paducah.
tions have been extended to all
of his dedication to duty.
es and eight running races will former residents of Jackson's
"Since her most embarrassing
Last Thursday night a box moment is too embarrassing to
be contested during the five days Purchase to visit the fair that
supper for the Intermediates was mention so we won't mention it! DISABLED VETERANS
and five nights of the fair. Rac- day and renew old acquaintancREPRESENTATIVE
HERE
given in the back yard of Mrs. How about it, Miss Kay?
ing will be held at night on Wed- es.
Mr B. D Nisbet, a Contact
Lee Henry on McCall Street.
nesday, Thursday and Friday.
"She found out about Mac-Do
Thursday night will see the paRepresentative
of
the
Kentucky
Also a large group of church from Miss Carol who found out
Tuesday night the fair will pre- rade of the livestock
champions
Disabled
Ex-Service
Men's sent stars of Grande Ole Opry
members gathered with gifts and from Miss Camille, who found
at the fair. The time has been
Board, will be present on Fri- from
food to honor the pastor and Mrs out from
?
TV and radio station WSM set for the parade following
the
Hart. The event was an old-fash"Among her favorite songs, day, August 17 at the American at Nashville in a "Country Jam- second race of the
night. A band
Legion
Hall
in
Fulton
to
assist
ioned "pounding" and Brother "Stardust," is rated "the most."
boree."
program
will be presented that
and Mrs Hart will have a bountil The Hilltoppers do the best job veterans—and their dependents
Running races carded include night.
ful pantry as a result of the of singing and Jane Wyman and with claims for benefits due them two "Country Runs" a mule race
Premiums have been increased
as a result of their military serv- and a
event Highlighting the social Bob Hope can really act.
pony race. Purses of $500 and new classes added in all
the
gathering was the huge anniare offered in each of the harn- agricultural, floral and
"Miss Jean loves music, bas- ice.
livestock
He will be present from 900 ess races
versary cake, made as a replica ketball, and swimming.
which are carded for exhibits. Exhibits will also be
of the new church building, that
"The thing about Mac-Do that a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday on display from Purchase
FFA,
was presented to the pastor and really "overwhelms" her, is the
afternoon and night, Thursday 4-H Club and
Homemaker
RUSH CREEK REVIVAL
his wife.
spirit.
afternoon and night and Friday groups.
Congratulations Brother Hart!
The Revival will begin at afternoon.
"We are very happy you feel
All afternoon programs start
Many more happy anniversaries this way, and we hope that you Rush Creek Methodist Church
Wednesday will be "Children's at 2:30 o'clock (Central Daylight
to you at South Fulton Baptist will be back again next year, Sunday night at 7•45. Rev. Roy Day" at the fair. All children 12 Time), and
the night programs
Church.
Miss Jean."
years old and under will be ad- start at 830 o'clock (CDT).
Wright will do the preaching.

IAN INN HYLAND MISS HOUSTON IS
IS IMMO BY CROWNED QUEEN BY
(AMP NEWSPAPER UEUT.-40VERNOR

REV.I T. HART SEES HARD WORK PAY
DIVIDENDS ON HIS FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

PURCHASE DISTRICT FAIR AT MAYFIELD
TO AWARD $8000 IN PRIZES FOR WINNERS

Of course Paul and I were
startled at the curb-stone opinion of an eight -year lad, but then
we should not have been. That
young fellow has been hearing
"policy" talk since he was four
weeks old. As a matter of fact
the first hard knock he ever got
in his life was when he fell out
of his crib at the old News Office on Lake Street extended.
As I sat at the typewriter on
Monday morning contemplating
the suggestion by our linotype
operator A J. Damron that I
mend back front page copy early
I realized that there has been
very little of real news value
happening around these parts.
What would happen. I kept
thinking if I started writing
those stories that everybody
talks about but that a newspaper
cannot print Wow, what a way
to die! .

Commercial

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday August 9, 1956

The Lions of Fulton are roaring and raring to make
Fulton's Community Recreation Park a thing of beauty
and function by the time the end of summer rolls around.
Already the park, located near Highway 51 by-pass is
taking shape as a first class recreation area . . . but the
This week as I attempt to fill Lions have a big appetite. They want more.
Paul's shoes at the News, and
So they are enlarging their auctioneer and Lions Warren

still keep abreast of the affairs
at the radio station I have been
thinking a lot of Landon Mills'
little statement and
wonder
what would happen if I filled
every page of the News with
those unprintable items that everybody knows and talks about,
but a newspaper dare not mention. I agree with Landon again
that if T ever got up enough
nerve to publish all I know. it
will make one real humdinger
of a paper We said one, because
It would no doubt be our last
one.
The more I think about it, the
more I believe that it would be
the ideal way for an ink-aoaked
critter to sing a wan song.

—

Prompt, Accurate

1115111
The Farm and Home Paw of the Ken-Tenn Territory

%weft

3 A newspaper friend of ours
in Calhoun. Kentucky rani into
one of those weeks when back
shop troubles made it impossible to do any credit to the news
content of the paper. In an
apology to his readers he said.
"This Is another one of those
weeks in which we didn't print
everything we know, For which
—Dome may be thankful."
The little quip was picked up
by the Reader's Digest this
month and it has many a newspaper editor shaking his head at
the truth at the matter.

isgtan

Br.. J. T. Hart Rev J. T. Hart, pastor of The
First Baptist Church of South
Fulton, Tennessee is a very happy man and he has a right to be.
The hard work that he has put
in as pastor during the past
five years, both materially and
spiritually is calving dividends
Last Sunday Brother Hart
celebrated his fifth anniversary
as pastor and on that day he
saw capacity crowds at the services worshiping in the lovely

NAME GILBERT AS
erybody Needs MadSpell To Get Things Done OPERATIONS
HEAD

At regular and frequent intervals everybody ought to have
a fight and get mad at each other.
Choosing up sides and getting
mad usual works wonders in lots
of things And especially does it
work wonders among politicians, professional men and most
often Merchants It works wonders because it gets results.
Take for instance the parking
area that is being built on Lake
Street. For months work on the
matter went about quietly and
ploddingly. Came a political
campaign and one bunch of
politicans got mad as all get out
at the other hunch and the first
hunch wanted to show the second bunch a thing or two. They
did. They pitched right in and
got the State Administration to
help make way for the parking
area. They showed 'ern a thing
or two and that's not the last

hurrah!
Take the State Line road. Historians differ on the length of
time that has passed since the
black-bopping of that road was
promised. Comes a political campaign, everybody
rants
and
snorts and gets mad and wha
hoppens!
. the State Line Road
is going to be black-topped.
Remember the Sebra Evans
incident. Sebra, former trainmaster here was a former Fultonian and having been transferred back to Fulton from Memphis he was asked to make a
speech before the Lion's Club.
Sebra didn't make the kind of
get-up and sit down kind of talk.
He told the members of the club
that Fulton was a slow-moving,
unprogressive,
apathetic,
donothing community that had
been standing still for thirty
years. For the first few minutes of his talk everybody was

relaxed and waiting for the
speech to be over so they could
go home. By the end of the talk
Sebra had the rapt attention of
the audience who had stopped
smoking cigarettes so that their
attention would not be diverted
from the speaker and when it
was all over they were smoking
(tom fury because this man
dared tell them the truth
What happened when they all
got mad Plenty, brother The
,f Commerce started
('ham
spinning like a top, the Twin Improvement Committee
City
was formed, alleys were cleaned,
property ways improved, store
fronts were remodeled, interiors
were face-lifted. Everybody was
so darned mad they just went
right to work to show everybody
up.
The same thing—getting mad
—has happened in civic clubs,
cultural clubs, schools, churches

and city and county government.
Let everybody smile at each °thee all the time and life goes
merrily on. Let 'em get mad —
and things start popping for the
good.
Plodng the streets of Fulton this week making calls on
merchants for the News there
was apparent peace and harmony everywhere. Nobody was
mad at anybody. Didn't hear a
about some so-and-so
word
ought to be kicked out of town.
Didn't see much going on either . . . as you can readily see by
the newspaper.
But that didn't mean that
something should not have been
going on. It should have been.
For instance one of the leading
"gripers" of Fulton, the fellow
who cusses the town because industry doesn't come here permitted the aide-walk and approach to his store to look like

the back end of an alley. Obviously the front walk hadn't
been swept in days, the store
windows were badly in need of
some Windex and the sign on
his store tells only half the
story.
He's the person who says his
business is bad because Fulton
doesn't have more industry.
Somebody ought to insult that
guy and make him mad enough
to clean up a little.
Another mad spell got results
for the "fuming forty" who
signed a pefrtion presented to
the City Council on Monday protesting the annexation into the
city limits of their residential
area. They got the ordinance
bringing them into the city limits rescinded and if that's what
they wanted that's what they
got when they got mad enough
(Continued on page eight)

Of MP DIVISION
Melvin J Gilbert has been
promoted to Director of Operations for A & P Food Stores'
Central Western Division with
headquarters in Detroit, it was
announced recently
Promotion a Gilbert from assistant director of operations for
the division was announced by
Division President Frank H.
Bucher
Gilbert came to Detroit in 1952
as assistant director of operations after serving as operating
superintendent of the division's
Louisville Unit At Louisville, he
supervised construction of one
of the company's first singlelevel warehouses
He started with A & P In
1929 in the operations department of the Grand Rapids Unit

•

Chandler's Record Of Promises, Performance
Alerts Voters To Real Need For$100 Million
Several newspaper and prominent
g
citizens in Kentucky have been hittin
ler
Chand
the
of
t
reques
hard at the
Administration to vote into law a
$100 million issue_in November for
cky.
a super highway system in Kentu the
that
ed
report
has
nor
Gover
The
money would be used to match Fedthe
eral funds appropriated to build
highways. The ratio for matching the
funds would be nine to one; Nine,
dollars by the Federal Government
.
one dollar by State Government
state
to
failed
has
Chandler, however
how the money would be spent.
Now that the Federal Government
has announced its plan for highway
construction and Kentucky will receive 660 miles of highway, it is obvi,
ous Oat Chandler's $100 million request is far in excess of the actual amount needed to match the Federal
funds.
Now that Happy Chandler is Governor and his performance as same is

not quite compatible with his camto
paign promises, voters are going
be darned sure they know what
they're voting for when they vote in
November.
A typical example of the interest
shown by many newspapers in the
bond issue is an editorial which appeared in the News-Democrat of Russellville recently. For your information we are reprinting this editorial.
Incidentally, we heartily concur with
the editorial in the News-Democrat.

Here it is:
"The News-Democrat will support a
sound financing plan for a road-building program for Kentucky in cooperation with the recently enacted Federal plan, but we suspect that the
Chandler administration "jumped the
gun" in asking for ONE HUNDRED
MILLION DOLLARS from Kentuckians in the form of a bond issue.
"That is a big amount of "cabbage"

in anyone's linguage.
"The question of issuing the $100
million in bonds will be voted on in
November. If this newspaper is convinced that it will require the entire
amount to match Federal funds, we
will support the measure.
"Up to now we have not been convinced, and Tennessee's commissioner
of highways announced this week that
It would require only THIRTY MILLION for his state to match Federal
monies that will Ile coming under the
program. Thin made us start comparing the number of miles of Ke.".ucky
roads that will be included in the
program with our neighboring state
on the south.
l!Kentucky has about 660 miles on
which the Chandler administration
is asking for $100 million to match
Federal money and Tennessee has about 850 miles for which her highway commissioner will ask $30 millions from the legislature next year.
"Unless the Chandler administration can prove to us that it requires
four and a half times as much money
to construct a mile of road in Kentucky
as it does in Tennessee, it is our recommendation to the voters of Logan
county to defeat the measure in the
November 6 referendum. We just do
not believe the voters should give any
administration four times as much
money for a project than is required.
"If the measure is defeated on November 6, Governor Chandler would
still have ample time to call another

special session of the Legislature and
we
ask for the correct amount which
the
ng
Standi
t.
suppor
would gladly
Gencost of a special session of the
d
neede
the
for
ask
to
bly
eral Assem
ex$25 million would be much leas

pensive to the people of Kentucky.
"Don't take the News-Democrat's
word on this issue, we invite 'yoti to
lf."
Stop, Look and Listen for yourse

Ringling Replacement
(from The Irish American, Louisville)
While some nostalgic tears were
shed last week when it was announg
ced the Ringling Circus was foldin
The
lost.
yet
not
is
all
,
for the season
not
hay-shakers of the country are
entert
withou
tely
comple
going to be
tainment.

A. B. Chandler, Kentucky's rump
on
candidate, has his medicine show
to
ng
offeri
he's
stuff
The
road.
the
scent
remini
is
ers
listen
his gap-jawed
Mayof the old story about New York
or Jimmy Walker.
asked
A jughead candidate once
camhis
ng
runni
on
Jimmy for advice
paign.
s,"
"Promise the voters new school
se
said Walker. "That will increa
rity.
your popula
"Then promise them more playgrounds. That always makes a hit."

The candidate dutifully noted these
down.
"Promise them, too," added Walk-

er, "that if elected you'll increase the
size of the police force and fire departments. That's always good for a
lots of votes."
"I'll do that" the Inah said.
"And above all," said Walker.
"promise them that you'll practice
economy, that you'll vote against
everything that cords money, that
you'll cut their taxes."
"But, Jimmy," protested the jughead, "how can I promise them new
schools and playgrounds and more
police and more., fireman and then
say I'm for economy? What will the
voters think?"
"Don't worry about that," said
Walker. "If they do any thinking,
you haven't got a chance anyway."

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

God Wants To Live At You'r House
r of
By Rev. John A. O'Brien, Autho
, TRUTHS MEN LIVE BY
her
A LITTLE GIRL looked ap into
come
ever
God
"Will
mother's face.
us, Mommy?"
to our house to visit
was startled
woman
The
she asked.
said, "But
sh9
then
and
t,
momen
a
for
.
all the
us
with
here
lives
Joan, God
time."
welGod lives in homes where He is
homes,
true
make
es
famili
come. When

God lives with them.
where
GOD DWELLS in that home

ts who
children are welcomed. Paren
the responsiare willing to shoulder
on by
bility of parenthood are smiled

many
God. If these parents sacrifice
s,

parent
things in
reward.
they will not go without their
raise a
to
lt
God knows it is difficu
makes
living
of
cost
The
family today.
house a
it hard to -feed, clothe and
take
family. It requires sacrifice too to
knowthe time to train children in the
order to become

God's law.
BU'i GOOD MOTHERS and fathers
know that the home was intended by
God to be the first and most important

ledge of
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school for a child. A child cAnnot get
along with just food and shelter. He
needs moral and spiritual training as
well.
The child lees his parents like no
one else in the world. He listens to
them with an unquestioning faith. A
child who learns about God and His
commandments from his parents is

to rerovnier them throughout
his life.
THE HOME with which God is
pleased is one where the family prays
together. The presence of God Will
surely be a source of blessing to the
home where parents and children
unite in prayer. Besides, it is the parlikely

ents' duty to mould their children in
the habit of prayer.
Sometimes marriage and family
life become so difficult that the temptation comes to call it quits. Divorce
and remarriage seem like an easy way
out. God asks these people to make
a sacrifice, and to stick it out. He will
reward those who do it because He
asks them. And their children will be
grateful forever.

THE HOME IS the basis of eivnization.„ Whatever weakens the homes
mean a weak nation. But the home in
which 4od dwells is a source of
strength for the nation. History shows
us that when the home is strong.
God will come to any home that will
welcome Him. But the parents must
be fulfilling their obligations. If 'your
child asks you when God is coming to
your house, be sure you can say: "Rut
dear, God already lives at our house
all the time."
No man has a right to do as he pleas?s, except when he pleases to do right.
—C.Simmons

STRICTLY BUSINESS
WLYER

by Mcfeetters

LuriDeRCo.

4,ew7)1 FE eirTHOltIZIES
Ok, VALOR
Any Stat: employee who perloi ina a "lia‘ardous duty at the
r1.1 cf Us own life" WAlIb.shglbig to receive the Goverma's
Medal of Valor.
Guy. Chandler, in authorizing
the niedal, directed that it be
gionted for service:. of "extraoidinaiy nature, such as an offices exposing himself that u
above and beyond the call
duty"
—
—

INSURANCE RATES
INCREASE HITS
YOUNG DRIVERS

went into effect A "gust 1 on automobile Is
rntes for young
/Nulty
male- Oliver. in various sectiorf
of-the State
There was a slight reduction
in rates for young female drivers
hrixtian
but increases to a smaller de pee for other drivers were
Science Heals
made
"THE HEALING
State 1ogurnitsisTs7omm14sioner
ENCE OF GOD"
PRES
the
cing
announ
n,
Cad P. Thurma
Me.) &UMW' la Let.
(Ire
WFUI.
of
survey
new
new rates, said a
automobile aeeldent statistics
showed wreck involving young MEMO.
men are "far out of line" with
FOR THE
those of other drivers
In Louisville, Paducah and
Lexington areas, the rates went
up as much as $35 a year Rates
- for female and older male drivers increased from $2 to S4 in
IN GOOD
the same areas.
Owensboro's fates for under
25 male drivers went up $33. In
Ashland. lower rates from Si to
.$2 went into effect for women
under 25 and men over 25. Covington and Newport's young drivers will pay more but the rates
for the others will remain about
the same.
SEE
Commercial vehicles are not
affected by the increste, Thurman said
-The sharp increases for young
male drivers resulted in part
from a new measuring stick.
FURNITURE CO.
which grouped all drivers under
25 for statistical purposes
Segregating the two brought
207 CHURCH ST.
into clear focus the major blame
of young males in the overall
PHONE 35
accident picture, Thurman said.
adding
—
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August 21, 1931
Mr John Jones and Miss Doris Pewitt both of Cayce. were
united in marriage Saturday afternoon at six o'clock at the
home of Rev. N W Lee. who
The bride is the
f ,fficiated
daughter of Mrs Bertie Pewitt
of Cayce, and is a social favorite, with a large circle of
friends who will wish her a
happy life with the wan she has
chosen.
The groom is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Albert Jones of Cayce.
A splendid wedding dinner
was served in their honor Sunday, at the home of the bride's
mother with a few guests present
Jack Foy. son of Mr and Mrs.
J L Foy. the one and only "Hill
Billy Boy" whose mountain
songs have become such a popular feature through radio stathe
tion KDAK, is a native of
derugged ridges about gyhich he

-

EXCHANGE

lights to sing.
Young Foy's interest in Hill
Billy songs had lead turn to undertake an extensive tour of the
and
mountains of Kentucky
Tennessee in search of typical
folk hill songs
Autos may come and autos may
go, but the installment payrnents
runs on forever.
Miss Moselle Williams was
among the first students in Murray State College to choose the
fine arts course as a major subject She completed her art
work in May and is an applicant
for a B S degree in August
Miss Mary Ekmoho. Fulton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs A- A.
Donato.). entered Murray State
College in September, 1926, after graduating from Fulton High
School She is an applicant for
a bachelor of arts degree in August

a part of the coming and gfing
of time as the striking of the
clock on the courthouses A busy
packet line down Barren River
to Woodbury and on to Evansof Kentucky Folklore
ville brought to our town and
to many a small landing most of
what was- required of food and
that
THE ROMANCE OF THE KW= clothing
and materials
Last Sunday I spent a short could not be grown in the
time at a very small place that fields or forests I used to lisused to be famous. for it was a
ten for the boats when I knew
boatlanding cm tireen River that it was about the time fur them
once supplied the whole back' to be returning for their nearcountry with trade Now a sing- ly four-hundred-mile round trip
gle little store is all that is left I could tell by the sound whethof what was once a prominent er the boat had got up :45 far as
place. A few fishermen were arMadison's Landing or Thomas's
ranging their lines for use in Landing or. on some • days,
Green River, a few neighbors whether it was still far down towere sitting on the porch of the ward Brown's Lock On ,several
store, and my companion and I cccasions I was a passenger on
were on a snake-hunting expe- some of these boats, actually on
dition, probably looked upon as my way to places tO visit or to
rather suspicious characters ex- speak or traveling for the sake
cept by the few who knew us. of going somewhere. There is
In front of the store stretched
not a dull moment when one
Green River, as inviting as it travels on a steamer through
had been on the several occasions our winding, picturesque water
when I had gone down or up oaf courses. Neither river—the Barsteamboats when such things ren or the Green—is wide enough
were around. But no boat largto keep the trip from being a
er than a dugout was around in
sort of triumphant journey by
sight; only ghost boats plied the
water through scenery Ihat is
still waters of the green-wa- reached even now in oftty a few
myfeel
tered stream. I could
places by roads. The- whistle
self, in bright daylight. shiverblew for some remotrlanding;
to faring with memories of other days down came someone to
when the river held a romance away Evansville on business, or
that could not be put into words; someone drove down a flock of
I shivered because I always do
hogs to ship to market, away
so whet' I contemplate ghosts of dost,n the river. And sometimes,
•
any kind.
as we neared home or the other
When I lived near Fidelity, I end of the line, the pilot "paintcould hear the whistles of many ed the lily and adorned the rose"
by playing tunes on that same
a steamboat as it went up or
down Tennessee River; not to melodious whistle. It took skill
have heard my favorite boat's and sometimes a little imaginawhistle would have meant that tion, too, to do this, but the cliffs
with "Old Kentucky
the CLYDE was unable to leave echoed
Home" and "Old Folks At
Paducah for its up-stream trip
Home" and once, at least, with
late in the week and Muscle
Through Georgia."
Shoals for its return trip later. "Marching
Sunday mornings were always Nothing like those whistles bas
associated with that boat whis- come along in a coon's age to
bring back romance. The river
tle, even though it was full six
miles, rough, rocky miles away. is as it always was, the locks
Other whistles did not make such are still there, even better ones
an impression on my mind, but than there used to be; but the
steamboat is gone; no wonder
I always recognized this one, a
sign that things were running as that I shivered when I took a
usual, that folks up the river look at the placid stream that
would get their shipment of knows the steamboat no more.
groceries from wholesale houses at Paducah, that many a load
Abraham Lincoln and Jefferof freight would find its way to
inland stores by way of return- son Davis who championed their
ing wagons that had come to the respective causes during the
river to bring a load of crossties. Civil War were born in KenAnd for many a year after I tucky log cabins within eight
came to live at Bowling Green, months and of 100 miles of each
other
the boat whistles were as much
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SWEATER SPECIAL
1 CLEANED FOR
(At Call Office)

33c DELIVERY
Have Sweaters Expertly Cleaned. Blocked.
Put kaki

Collopbane Dust Proof Bags.

SALE ENDS AUGUST 11TH
PARISIAN LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANERS
Fulton

220 Fourth Street
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See Us Today I

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rexall Store"
LAKE STREET

FULTON

PHONES 95, 796
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GI Loan Program Extended
The World War II GI Loan lucky
approximately
40,000
Program ending date has been World War II veterans have
borextended for one more year to rowed $280 million in
GI loans.
July 25, 1958 under an omnibus
4 The GI loan program previousGI loan law signed by the Presily was scheduled to end July
dent August 1, 1958.
25, 1957 and, under the workIn the 12 years that the GI ing of ..the original
law, all GI
loan program has been
opera- loans would have had to be
tion, 4,486,000 World War 11 Vet- closed by that date.
erans
throughout the nation
Under this new law, any GI
have -borrowed $33 2 billion in
GI loans to purchase homes; loan for which VA receives an
farms and businessse. lit Ken- application by July 25, 1958 may
be guaranteed or insured by VA
If it is completed by July 25,
1959.
VA emplasized that the new
law affects only World War II
ieterans. Korean conflict period
veterans have until January 31,
1985 to obtain GI loans for
homes, farms and businesses.
In addition, this new law will
WAYMATIC
permit any veteran who sells
iesidential property purchased
REGULATOR CO.
with a GI loan to be relieved
from liabiNty to the Government
water certain circumstances.
Phone 1866
Previously, the veteran who
Electric—Acet ylene
sold his property and allowed the
purchaser to assume his GI
Spot Welding
loan still remained liable to the
Government in the event of subWE SPECIALIZE IN
sequent foreclosure and the payFIELD SERVICE
ment ,f a guaranty claim by the
AND SHOP WORK
VA.
Welders:
Now the veteran may be relieved of liability if the purchasL. A. SIMPSON
er assumes full liability on the
T. I. EASTERWOOD
loan, the VA approves him from
Next to
a credit standpoint. and the loan
is current
SONNIE MADDEN
The new law also permits
GARAGE AND DAVIS
World War II veterans to have
STOCK PIN
their GI loan entitlement restored up to January 31, 1965

WELDING AND
FABRICATING

)D

IRE
GE
E CO.
FIST.

35

if their property:
(1) Was taken by a Governmental agency for public use;
(2) Was destroyed by a -natural hazard, or
(3) Was otherwise disposed
of for compelling reasons without fault on the part of the veteran.
•
The new law also amends the
GI Bill to permit the restoration
of GI home loan entitlement to
a veteran in military service who
disposes of his home because of
a transfer under military orders.
A veteran, under the new law,
will hive to certify that he intends to live in the home he is
buying with the assistance of a
GI loan at the time of application and at the time of closing
the loan.
The new la#v also clarifies and
confirms VA's authority to make
the final determination of reasonable valee of property irrespective of the estimate of value
made by an individual appraiser

7,01100
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74114.4111
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PURCHASE DISTRICT FAIR,
OPEN TO WORLD

WANTED
Radios and TV Sets that
'can not be fi!ced.'
Ask
our
pair
like

your neighbor about
service. We can reANY radio or TV
new fait.

WADE TV SERVICE
206

LP-

Main

St

Fulton

Telephone 126

Fulton

r•I
Ilght suttees of TWA we supply 453% of the
&ay requirements of protein for on active
25 years of oge and cordokw less
590 calories. TRVA is the high protein —

VIONs00 01

than
special diet brood kw young and old alike.

TRW TASTES GOOD...TOASTS GOOD

Ile pun keaviete pod istele
PP is, aaaaaa OP COtot4iA. 151*6

The Purchase District Fair to
be held at Mayfield, Kentucky
August 14 to 18 is not only open
to the WORLD but is one of the
most complete community fairs
held anywhere. The livestock
shows are well known to all of
the better breeders of all types
livestock and welcomes anyone
who wants competition in the
show ring Last year the Angus
show was one of the better
shows in the area, according to
Mr Floyd Divert, Manager of
the Bluegrass Angus Farms of
Lancaster, Ky. We hope to have
a better show this year.
The dairy show too was one
if the best. In the Jersey division, the Purchase District Fair
has one of the best shows in several areas Many of the dairy
juges have stated that the Purchase District Fair has one of
the better dairy shows equal to
that of many state fairs.
This year at the Purchase
Fair we have a new attraction.
The Graves County Agricultural
Council bas built, with the assistance of seven business firms.
an elevated milking system. The
Council plans to have the parlor on display at all times as well
as actually milk the show cos.
This is a service to the dairy
showman and the council will
make a little from milk sales
too.
This year be sure to make your
plans to attend the great livestock shows, horse races, see the
outstanding exhibits and stock
car and midjet races. Entertainment begins Tuesday night with
a variety show and horse racing
Wednesday and Thursday with
Friday and Saturday featuring
car racing. This is the most exciting agenda the Purchase District Fair has ever offered, so
lets all support the turly agriculture fair in Mayfield August
14 to 18.
Research shows that there is
some evidence that tenderness
in meat is an inherited quality
Rabbits, sheep and beef cattle
were used in the tests.

UNHEARD Of TB/VISION REDUCTIONS

•

Top row (I. to r. : STEVE BAIRD. age 3, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Danny Baird, Covington Addition, and grandson of Mrs. Gene
Hirtiard and Mr. and Mrs. Horton Baird; SAM WYLIE, age 4,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Wylie, 1015 W. Broadway, Mayfield,
and grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ben flolland and Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Wylie; DEBBIE JANE BROWII;, age 3, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Brown of Water Valley and granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Ellegood and Mrs. Brown, Water Valley.
Bolton Row (I. to r.): GINGER EDWARDS, age 2, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Edwards of Fulton and granddaughter of
Mrs. Foster Edwards and Mrs. Harvey Maddox; STEVE LAWRENCE, age 17 months, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Lawrence
of Fulton and grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Holland and Mr.
and Mrs. Whayne Lawrence; JANET GREY WILLIAMSON,
age 21/z, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Williamson of Fulton
and granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Williamson and of
Mn. J. E. Luttrell of Lexington, Ky,

CAYCE
Mrs. Ruth Cloys has returned
from the hospital and is slowly
improving.
Mr and Mrs Alben Harper of
St. Louis, Mo., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Fred McClanahan and
her mother in Crutchfield, Ky.
Mr and Mrs. Carl E. Burns
and daughters, Carol Marie and
Debbra Lynn of Chicago, Ill., are
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Burns and Chas. A.
Mr. Jack Hackett is seriously
ill in Jones Clinic in Fulton. We
wish him a speedy recovery.
The Cub Scouts of which Mrs.
R. B. Watts is Den Mother enjoyed a picnic at the home of
Maurice Carr Bondurant Friday.
In the afternoon they enjoyed
swimming at the Union City
swimming pool.
Misses Judy arA Jean Sloan
of Covington. Tenn., are visiting their grand -parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Sloan.
Eddie Graham of St. Louis,
Mo., is visitin his grand parents,

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW
Insurance and Real Estate
For Best Service in Fire
and Automobile Insurance
SEE

Charley Stephenson

Havin9,-;

Maine

Finding a PAINT
to match your rug?
We hare just the color you want
In oar wide and wonderful
laction of hundreds of exciting.
new Maestro Colon.
Troll costoos-mist yam colors
for yogi Msurioscia.

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
Church Street

Fulton

Mr. and Mrs. John Graham.
Mr and Mrs. Faris Chitwood
and Mrs. Pearl Fisher and Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Donolou of
Memphis visited friends here
Sunday.
Mrs. Guy Johnson is visiting
her son, Captain and Mrs. Jerry
Johnson and family of Grand
Rapids South Dakota.
Miss Elizabeth Wilkins has returned to her home in Memphis,
Tenn., after a three weeks vacation with her parents, Mr. and

DEWEY JOHNSON
An

types el Inserasee

SAVE ! GET oar
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything'
Mk lam

Walnut St.

Fulton, ky.

Phone 4111

REG.28.9 ETHYL 30.9

PIPELINE
No,, 1 Lake St.
Phone 9188
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

1..1
.
111MIIIMINM=111.

Truck-Load SALE
GE Appliances
REGISTER FOR

TI-E'RANGES

--$139.95 UP

(plus your old range)

FREE

REFRIGERATORS

$189.95 UP

(plus your old refrigerator)

'1G-E" COMPLETE

'G-E' AUTOMATIC WASHER $159.95 UD
, 11-CU FT CHEST FREEZERS - $269.95 UP
(plus trade-in)

'6-E' DISH WASHERS

COME IN AND REGISTER

$269.95

DISPOSAL FREE with Dishwasher

Regular $359.95
reduced to

BEFORE AUGUST 15TH

21O°°

DURING THIS SALE ONLY
r-

FULTON HARDWARE

Make only a small down payment and start using
one of these outstanding sets.

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Commercial Avenue J. M. MARTIN and HUGH RUSHTON

Congressional authority has
been granted for construction of
two bridges across the Ohio River between Kentucky and Indiana.
One bridge would link Boone
County, and Lawrenceburg. The
other would run from Hawes-

Nothing to buy! No jingles to write! Just

Regular $259.95
reduced to
$17500

95, 795

Two Ohio River Spans
Approved By Congress

KITCHEN

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
1956
(AREHART TV SETS
Regular $389.95
reduced to
$72A00

The Fulton News Thursday August 9, 1956 Page 3
Mrs. Hubert Wilkins.
Mrs. Neal Scearce spent last I ville, to Cannelton.
The Congressional measures
week with her daughters, Mrs.
Marie Pidgeon and Mrs. Taylor set up local bridge commissions
and families of Memphis, Tenn. with authority to sell bonds .to
Mrs. Ray Jackson is enjoying pay for construction, build the
her vacation. She and several of structures and charge tolls for
her friends enjoyed a picnic at 30 years to retire the bonds.
Reelfoot Lake Friday.

(plus your old washer)

Never before have you heard of such reductions
on Television Sets

•

"Mr and Miss Tomorrow'

Fulton

208 LAKE

And Furniture Company

PHONE 1

Page 4

The Fulton News Thursday August 9, 1956

as ushers.
tist Church of Kansas City, and
.wizerf 8inn4Diff TO you
We can well imagine how his wife and sons, Wayland and
11111
J
lovely cisay must have looked Bill . . Mildred McClellan and
sec*
because she is just the type who sons, Scott and Jay arrived Frimakes the loveliest of brides— day afternoon for a visit with
and we are certain that Read the E. E. Mounts and the J. R.
roust have "charmed them all" Hogans
Louella Cardwell,
with his contagious smile!
Bobby Barclay and Betty BrasThose who attended the wed- hears attended the M.Y.F. workHome Management
Local Lady I.
Happy Birthday • August 9
ding from Fulton were Ann and shop week at Lakeshore MethodBy Mary Nene Wright
Wt. C Stephenson; Aug. 10 • Specialist
Lawrence Holland, parents of ist Camp near Camden, Tenn.
Among Leaders Of
Attends
Elizabeth
Subbette,
Fran k
the groom, Mrs. I. FL Read,
The News writes social happenings about you and
Methodist Women
Stephenson, Joy Passmore, Dr.
grandmother
Hickman
of
the
groom
and
Meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. John Meketi and
Your friends (Listen To Airwave Diaryt Thursday,
his aunt, Lois Hornbeak. Ruby
The annual School of Missions J. C. Hancock; Aug. II: Mrs
children of Aurora, Ill., spent
9:45 A. M., Over WFUL)
T he Homemakers Program
'Whales Austin, Bob Milford,
McDade, Montez Baird, Joan
last week in Fultxm with her and Christian Service for MethMrs. J. .0. Anderson, Virgil Planning Committee met in the
Baird and Pearlee Hogan also
mother, Mrs. J. H. Pond . . . odist woman oi the Memphis
Homemakers
Davis; Aug. 12: Mrs. G. B. -But- Hickman
Club
_A gay place — what,a GAY place our little city was attended.
Jewell McClain spent the week- Conference will be held August _..tarsetatis... Walter. Lester, Irene Room Tuesday with
Miss FranThe
Read
family
also
enjoyed
13-17
at
Lambuth
College.
Jae4t-weekend.
Young
past—
this
folks - middle folks - old
end in Dallas, Texas with her
ce's
Stallard.
Wilma
Specialist in Home
Beaver, Virginia Moore.
a real "get-to-gether"at Lillian
daughter, Mrs. W. H Rogers,. son • Tenn
folks and chilluns! And we DO believe that our little Read Lewis' and
Shelby.,Management from the Universihusband Gold- and Mr.
The Wesleyan Service Guild Jean Browder. Claude
and grandson.
Rogers
house was one of the very GAYEST places — because
Aug. ty of Kentucky and the Home
yn's home in Anchorage, Ky.
Week End, a meeting for gain- J W. Cheniss, W. A Allen;
Murrel; Demonstration Extension Agent,
we had such lovely guests who were members of the !key and Margaret Read flew Ralph
fully employed Methortiu wom- 13. David Sams, Chester
Aug IC Clint Thompson, Mrs. Mrs. Bertha McLeod to make
Dicken family and here for the Weaks-Dicken wedding down from Tuckahoe, N. Y. to
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Boaz and en of the conference, will be Au- Ellis Heathcock; Aug 15: Terry final plans for the six lessons
attend the wedding and a cousin,
Saturday evening.
of
the
conference,
will
be
AuMr. and Mrs. W. D. Holloway
Smith, Roy Parkhill, Glenn Wor- (ti Home Management for the
We just "sort of turned our house over" to the youngs- Annie Mann Hooper of Browns- have returned from a visit to gust 11 and 12 at Lambuth.
ley, Jimmy Hancock, Daisy Ter- coming year. They are as folville, Tennessee was there, too.
ters and let them come and go — just as they pleased —
Among the nationally known
lows:
Ann Holland will stay in An- the Smokies, Lookout vountain.
ri.
but we were on hand some of the time, too, because they chorage with their sister, Lil, Nashville and Knoxville. In leaders for the school, sponsored
Nov.—Guides to Make Work
by
the
Memphis
Conference
were so delightful — we just couldn't STAY AWAY!
until after the 12th of the month Knoxville they visited the HolEasier; Jan.—Washing the Easier
Humphreys
Attend
Woman's Society of Christian
when Read and Cis.sy will leave loway's son, Dick who is attendWay: Feb.—Kitchen Short Cuts:
Service, will be Miss Elizabeth Bolivia Ceremony
Our guests were the groom's Marvin, and the "head of the
Louisville for Bandung, Indo- ing the University of Tennessee
March—Sharpening Cutting
house,"
Mr.
William
F.
Dicken
Stinson. New York _City, secresister. Amy and husband Mau...
Mrs.
Nashville
John
of
Cook
nesia.
Tools: April—Ironing the Easier
tary of missionary education for
rice Mulcahy, and the best man and his lovely wife, Mrs. DickKentucky's Sen Robert Hum- Way,
visited
Mrs.
Elizabeth
her
sister,
May—Planning Our Time
(and oldest 'of the Dicken'clan) en were surely welcome guests.
Payne on Second Street last the Methodist Woman's Division phreys will represent the United
Ann Latta has returned to week .
committee was composed
The
,Stockwell DicKen and his charm- While chatting with them we
of
Christian
Service.
of
the
inauguration
at
the
States
. Mrs. Yandell Kimbering wife, Mickey. Both couples thought what fun it must be to Louisville after attending the lin and children. Stanley and
reek president of Bolivia at La of Mrs. Reginald Williamson.
the
Memnhis
Among
ConfersMrs. Harold Copeland, Mrs. W
live in Lexington. Amy served be a member of a large family. Weaks-Dicken wedding. She was Vicki and Mr. and Mrs. Carl ence leaders for the school will Paz Aug 6.
Others who stopped by for a accompanied by her cousin, Sue
as matron of honor in the wedHumphreys was chosen aim B Sowell, Mrs Paul Hornsby,
Kimberlin
returned
have
from
Atkins,
Fulton,
W.
S
be
Mrs.
ding. They came Friday after- short visit were Ann Latta, Sue Butterfield, of Orlando, Florida. a trip to Lawrenceburg, Tenn., Ky.; Mrs. Edwin J Diggs. Coy- recommendation of Sens Walter Mrs Claud Middleton, Mrs. Robert Adams, Mrs Charles Lattus
noon so they might attend the Butterfield of Orlando, Fla., Both girls took the flight from where they visited the Joe KimTenn.: the Rev Dr Van George, Georgia. and I.ynd,,e
and Mrs Bert Yarbro Jr
ever so lovely rehearsal dinner Carolyn Ratcliff of Vinita, Okla., Paducah to Louisville. Sue visit- berlin family' and the Austin Bogard Dunn, Jackson, Tenn : Johnson, Texas.
In .addition to the Home Mangiven at The Rose Room that Dixie Jeter of Memphis, Jerry ed with Ann for a day, then she Morrows . r
After the inaugration. HumMrs. Roy C. Coleson, Somerville.
Nichols and Tom Proctor of went to Lexington for a short
night.
phreys will visit Guthrie Crowe. agement Lessons the following
Tenn.;
Mrs
B.
F.
Parr,
Atoka,
Lexington.
visit with friends there before
George Huddleston of New Tenn.; Mrs. Jack W. Frost, Mur- a Kentuckian who is serving as had previously been planned_ by
We were so happy to meet
We surely won't forget that returning to Fulton Wednesday Brunswick. N. J., was host to ray, Ky.; and Mrs C B John- federal district judge of the the Council:
other members of John's family
Sue and her mother Bena Latta a delightful
Sept.— Crafts; Ock—Salads.
--cocktail party at ston, Mrs. Oscar B Crofford, Parbania Canal Zone
—and the other friends who delightful couple from Bethel, Butterfield are guests
of Mary the
Bruce
and
Mollie
Croutch,
who
Frank T. Bow a Ohio will rep- Dec —Family and Community
Hiiddleston home on Eddings and Mrs C. W Dunlap, all of
stopped by our house for a visit.
and Gilson Latta in Water Val- Street
resent the U. S. House of Rep- Recreation; June—Had% Educe
last Wednesday evening Memphis.
Cy Dicken and his twin sister, were just about as entertaining ley.
resentatives at the inaugration tion.
at 5 o'clock. The gala affair was
Sue Ann Calvert and hubby, as anyone we have met in many
a moon. Lorene and Pat Godfrey
given in hynor of Mary Davis
of Lexington were here, too, and
Bob McAlister of Detroit is Weeks who was married to John of the bride-elect Mr and Mrs
we are ALWAYS so happy to spending his vacation in Fulton Dicken of Bethel, Ky. Saturday William Francis Dicker) oarents
cent re mo.........
of the groom of Bethel, Ky .
have them.
with his grandparents. Mr. and evening.
Mr and Mrs Stockwell Dicken
To sum it all up — it was a Mrs. Vernon McAlistter
Mr.
The invited guests were—Miss
2 miles North of Fultos on
wonderful weekend — every- and Mrs Lowell Weatherspoon Weeks, her parents. Mr. and of Lexington. Ky . Mr and Mrs
51 at
CI )
), happy — and filled to the and son, Bill and Cornelia Shaw Mrs. Louis Weaks, Mrs Frank Morris Mulcahy. of Lexington.
NOW — WED — THURS — FRL
brWn with wishes of happiness of Lone Oak, Ky. were dinner Butterfield and daughter, Sue. Ky.. Mr Cy Dicken of Bethel
H • ..
Frank
Butterfield,
for Mary Davis and John'
guests of the Glenn Walkers one of Orlando, Fla Mrs. Geca-ge Ky. Mrs
FIRST SHOWING—.FRIDAY and SATURDAY
evening last week .. . Mrs. Bar- Doyle, Miss Ella Doyle. Mr. and Miss Sue Butterfield of Orlando.
THIS ENTIRE HEN-TENN AREA
But along with our happiness ney Thompson of Jackson. Tenn. Mrs Frank Beadles. Mr. and Fla., Jim Fosset. Jerry Nichols.
Two Big A-C-T-I-O-N Hits!
we felt more than a thread of was a recent visitor of the Nel- Mrs George Truitt of Florida, Tom Proctor and Warren Risk
...................
of Lexington. 1.",‘.
Mrs Hugh
regret — because it was im- son Tripps at their home on Mr and Mrs. Gilson Latta
Ratcliff. Miss Carolyn Ratcliff
possible to be in TWO PLACES West State Line. .
Mr and Mrs Harvey Cald- of
Gary Cooper
Vinita. Oklahoma, Mrs Ben
at the SAME time. You see,
well, Mr and Mrs Parks Weaks.
Ruth Roman in
many of us would have loved
We saw Corinne Evans at the Mr and Mrs. Gene Hatfield, Mr Berger. of Oklahoma City. Mr
being in Louisville for Read wedding and she proudly intro- and Mrs Bob White: Miss Jane and Mrs. Irvin Waterstreet of
Holland's marriage to Cissy Col- duced us to her darling little White. Mr and Mrs. Herbert St Louis. Mo, Miss Dixie 'Jeter
lings. They married at the beau- granddaughter, Shirley Ann Ev- Hunt, Jr. of Mayfield. Mr and of Memphis. Tenn.. Miss Betty
tiful Collings home Saturday ans who lives in Grenada, Miss. Mrs It C. Pickering, Miss Kilgore of Raleigh. N. C., Miss
evening at 8 o'clock. And it was Shirley is the daughter of Dr. Mayme Bennett, and Mrs B F Cobie Blackerby o f Lexington,
P-L-U-S
KY. Mr. and Mrs Patton Godone of the LOVELIEST of wed... dings! Mac Nall, Billie Camp- and Mrs. Ben Evans. Corinne has Evans.
frey of Lexotzton, Ky., Mr.
every right to be proud of her
George Huddleston of
New
Baird
served
Dr.
Danny
bell
and
granddaughter because she is a
Florence and Frank Beadles Brunswick, New
John Wayne in
Jersey, Mrs.
lovely child . . .
gave a lovely dinner party last Thelma Russell
of Oklahoma
Wednesday eveling in honor of City, Mrs. Lillian
Blagg, Byron
Iliary
their
Lee
daughter',
and
Gerry and Commander Bill
Sizzling Entertainment That's Different
Blagg, Jr.. of Nashville, Tenn.,
husband,
Truitt.
who
George
are
McMahan and little daughter,
Mr. Jack Thorpe of Chicago,•lll.,
Karen, are guests of the Hen- visiting here from Lakela.nd, Mrs. George Truitt of Lakeland.
Also: Old Rockin' Chair Tom
don Wrights this week. You will Florida Florida.. Rev. and Mrs H E.
It was such a gay affair be- Russell. Mr. and Mrs. Walter
(Color Cartoon) and
remember that Gerry is a formcause
all
of
"their
crowd"
realer Fultonian and the daughter
ANOTHER GREAT FIRST RUN
VoelPol, Mrs. M. W. Haws, Mr.
Coma On Seven.
of the late Mrs. Mattie Thomp- ly have fun just being together and Mrs. Bob White, Miss Jane
(Re-Reieww:
who
Those
eveenjoyed
the
son. This is the first visit they
SUN.-MON.-TUES
White, Mrs. Harvey Caldwell,
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
hs,ve had in Fulton in several ning were Mary Lee and George. Mr and Mrs Frank Beadles,
Afternoons-2:15
years and it will take days and Lois Jean and Rodney Miller, Mrs. Walter Hill, Miss Mamye
ortabeeso all 0* way and
days for all of their kith and Dr Danny and Joan Baird, Cia- Bennett. Miss Mary Swann BusNites--7:15 and 9:10
at m.end a dramatis ~priori
kin to see them because Gerry sy and Gene Hatfield, Ann and hart, Mr and Mrs Fred Gibson,
Joel McCrea
has more connections with the Barbie Hunt of Mayfield, Jack Mr. and Mrs. Parks Weeks and
THE FIRST TEXAN
Browder-Thompson families of and Marcy Snow, Mildred An- Mr. Gilson Latta.
isorien.
In Cinernascope and Color
Fulton than anyone we know. To derson, Jane White, Dick Meachsay nothing of all of her Mends. am, Sue Butterfield of Orlando,
We think they should just stay Florida and Mary Davis Weaks !Hearing Aid Batteries
SATURDAY
around here for about a month Dicken
Complete Line
SUN-MON-TUES
—and maybe they could see ev?or all makes of hearing aids!
Climaxing all of the lovely
M.
eryone . . .
Also Shown MONDAY NITE for COLORED ONLY
Visit our Hearing Aid Departparties given for John and Mary
... mmff
Sli
ment
at
your
first
opportunity.
Martha Reynolds of Nashville Davis Weaks Dicken was the
ADULTS 40c
-.I
OPEN 6:45 I Bring the Kids
is a guest of Marion and Harry ever so lovely rehearsal party
CITY DRUG CO.
'
'
1KIDS FREE
I Shorts 7:30
Early To Enjoy
Hardin.
given
Elizabeth
by
Emily
Murphy at their home on Secma Lake Street
Phone 76
Under 12 - InCars1 Feature 8:15 , Our Playground
‘
and Ann Latta.
ond Street. We are surely look- Caldwell, Mary
Sorry—We Are Not Permitted ing
forward to having a long Myrtle and Ella Doyle. Florence
To Advertise Its Name In
chat with Martha — to talk over Beadles and Mary Lee Truitt of
Also: News and Bugs BO'nnets
Fulton Papers.
"old times." (Confidentially — Lakeland, Fla.
(cartnne i Historical Oddities
A delicious smorgasbord style
she is just as lovely as ever.)
dinner was served from long
with cut-work
Mrs. H. W. Connaughton and tables draped
children, Barbara and Richard cloths and centered with two
have returned home after spend- large green satin covered hearts
ing two weeks with Dr. Con- surrounded by bells of Ireland
OF
naughton's parenta in Lawrence, flowers. White candles extended
Mich. . . . Joe Pigue is visiting the length- of the table.
Mary Davis was lovely in a
relatives in Dallas, Texas . . .
Miss Dorothy Landers of Mem- beautiful terrace length frock
THURSDAY - FRIDAY & SATURDAY
phis visited Mr. and Mrs. E. L from her trousseau, fashioned of
Ductless lace
white Imported
Phillips last v/eek
Minneapolis Knitting Company has closed its plant
over taffeta. The -dress was
and we are closing out this line with an array of
The J. W. Elledge family on Princess style and she wore a
wonderful bargains.
Fourth Street had visitors last gift corsagg of white glamelhas
week. They were Rev. Paul El- and tube roses tied with emerald
We are proud to announce that we have secured
ledge,
pastor of Broadway Bap- green satin.
Carters Knits for our store.
The guest list included. Miss
- -Weaks and Mr. Dicken, Mr.
Now is the time to take care of your layette and
and Mrs. Louis Weeks, parents
baby needs for the Winter.

PLANNING GROUP
OF HOMEMAKERS
OUTLINE PROGRAM

MRS. ATKINS TO
ATTEND CONFERENCE
Of MISSIONS SCHOOL

.
1Diary of Dom's

TEL

Sara)
ter. Su
ings of
lice, la:
tine we
our offl
Bubb
the FIJI
Tonu
Louis d
Mrs
Cayce 1
pital, h
Mary
Binh,
Seath
basking
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a luscro
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MANG PASSI0161 VISO MIMI

'DALLAS'

'STAR PAUER'

...

•SATURDAY 16 SUNDAY•

"The
-- It, anted
Gun

CRAIG.BARI JOHNSTON

FORD • CRAIN
mead CRAIWORD'

RE YOU NEXT?

CLOSE OUT SALE

Over a Million Women In
The United States Will
Try The IMPOSSIBLE
This Year
,
Another
Million Next Year!!
will YOU be one o

MINNEAPOLIS KNITS

All Knit underwear for boys and girls up to 12 on
sale
1.50 now 1.09
Neslings' slip-on gowns
now 1.09
1.50
Neslings' K imonas
now 1.10
1.50
Neslings' Gripper gowns
3.50
now
5.00
Neslings' gift sets
for
1.00
2
.75
mo-3
yrs
3
shirts,
Infant slip on
2 for 1 00
.75
Infant tie-side shirts 3 mo.-1yr.
2 for .89
.59
Training panties size 4 only
Girls', boys' sleeveless vests, 4-12 .69 now 2 for 1.00
Girls', boys' short sleeve vests, 2-12 .89, 2 for 1.19
.65, 2 for 1.00
Girls' Knitted panties, 4-12
All remaining SUMMER DRESSES on sale
Two for the price of one plus 1.00
Look for THE LITTLE EMPRESS line of Coats This
fall at

THE TINY TOGGERY
Phone 1218

THUILS - FRI -SAT
Barbara Stanwyck
Scott Brady in
"THE MAVERICK QUEEN"
_and_
Dennis Morgan
Patricia Medina in
"URANIUM BOOM"
—Plus—
Chapter 6 of Sea Hound and
Cartoon—Pedro es Lorenzo
SUN -MON.-TUFS -WED.
"GODZILLA KING OF
THE' MONSTERS"
—and—
"MAN BEAST"

FULTON

Cartoon—Pluto at the sZoo

"Flea.

L
!
4
.

MOVIES
FULTON-MARTIN
['MAY, 45 E.
THURS. - FRI --AUG 9-10
DESPERATE WOMEN
Ripped from the pages of Life.
So frank and revealing. Showing
limited to persons over 18.
—plus-SWAMP FIRE
Johnny Weismuller

SANUIL NEWNAN MILODUCTIONI.Apk:,

pmts.,*

THE PICTURE
THE WORLD DARED
HOLLYWOOD
TO MAKE

SATURDAY—AUG. 11
THE FAR COUNTRY
James Stewart and Ruth Roman
(In Technicolor)
—plus—
KETTLES IN THE, OZARKS
Marjorie Main Arthur Hunnicutt

—Plus—
Fulton, Ky.

•••[

One hour of cartoons plus one
greased pig to be given away.
(See story on page one)

FULTON DRIVE- IN MOVIE
FULTON - MARTIN HIGHWAY 45E

SO FRANK
AND REVEALING
Showings limited to

ADULTS ONLY

c
Em

OUP
KERS
AM
ment
nds
ting•rs Program
• met in the
alters
Club
Miss Fran.
list in Home
he Universi.
d the Home
nsion Agent.
to make
MIX lessons
ent for the
are as (01,
Make work
e the Easier
Short Cuts:
Cutting
g the Easier
g Our Time
as composed
Williamson
nd, Mrs. W
ul Hornsby
n, Mrs Robarles Lattus
ro Jr.
Home Mane following
planned by
t —Salads,
Cornmumty
ealtk Edu(-a

News
From
The

sonage of Rev John Laida, Saturday
Our small fry visitors last
week were, Lionel McCollum,
Teresia Welch, Wilma Cloys,
Timmy Boundrant and Buddy
Byars.
Janis Barber received another
surprise last week when she received a set of silver ware from
Japan for her anniversary.
Janie Barber, Carma Jackson,
Sue, Pete, and Buddy Byars
were among the sun bathers at
Reelfoot Lake, Friday.
Ray and Carma Jackson visited in Milan over the weekend.
See you next week,
CARMA JACKSON

* Liam. Club

DEATHS

I

TELEPHONE FOLKS

"Super Right"
uality Meat

PAN READY - CUT UP • TRAY PACKED

WADE OFFERS BETTER DEALS

Chickens
LB. 39c

1

3
FURNITURE
$599.95

Cornish $14ns
Beef Rib Roast
(LOW
ugr
Pork Loin Roost
They're In! Big

BED ROOM SUITE

-Meese)

recreational facilities will be the • City Council
recreation park's menu for en(Gemini's's nrom rate One)
tertainment.
ment was reduced to seven men
including the chief, in order to
: Parent strains of the Lahontan cut down on expenses. The fottrain of alfalfa now are being lowing men were reappointed:
used to breed new varieties re- Chief of Police, G. J. McDade;
sistant to the spotted alfalfa patrolmen, Rex Ruddle, A. E.
aphid.
Campbell, E. W Bethel, Carmi
Page, M. F.. Garrison and L. ft
Visit the Old Governor's Man- Williams.
This will become effecthe On
The more bountiful the gifts, 'sion, Frankfort Opened to visithe more heavily laden with [tors daily from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. September 1.

(Continued from Page 1)

Fully
Cooked

RUGS
$4,95

nt

sod

690
45°

eaches 49c

99.1

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY

Honey Dew

a
Enjoy
ground

C

•

Vow

(33c Delivered)
Beautifully Cleaned !
Sealed in Sparkling Cellophane
Moth-Proofed
Ready for Storage or Wear

STARTS AUGUST 6TH
ENDS AUGUST 18TH

LING
:d to

pity

0.K

LAUNDRY AND
CLEANERS, INC.

East State Line

Fulton

___3 CLAINI

dexo Shortening
Kosher Dills ..tgAT

49(
45(
29'
29(

Apple Sauce
Pickles

THREE HURT
AS CHURCH
WALL COLLAPSES
Three men were injured, one
of them seriously, when the wall
of a church under construction
here collapsed at 11 a.m last
Friday.
Taken to Obion County Hospital at Union City were John
Bumpas. who suffered a back injury, and Bill Chapman. who received a laceration on his head
and other cuts and bruises.
Bumpas was described as the
more seriously injured.
The third man was treated for
minor injuries at a hospital here
and released. His name was not
learned.
The north wall Of the concrete
block Church of God building
fell while workmen were installing rafters The injured men are
employes of Powell Construction
Co. Union City. Another company had constructed the walls,
it was said. 4
The Rev_ Sonny Greer, pastor
of the church, said the rafters
were being put up without trusses. He said he believed the rafters should have been trussed before installing them.

IT'S NATIONAL SANDWICH MONTH!

!leinz Pickles

GLASS 17
CANS

25-OZ.
JAR

KOSHER
DILL

Kraft Cheese Spreads
\

LB.

LB.

2

BARS
211e

LARGE
SIZE
31c

Fab Detergent

49C

39(

Ocean Fish 10 gx 97c
POUND 10c

19915 LBS.

c
49

HE GROWN

LARGE
EARS
EACH

Corn

5

C)

DOZ.

4
tn. 20
/14

JUST
2 OZ.
/
REDUCED 151
NO
LIMIT

CAN

10

SUGAR LOAF
Country Gentleman
Cream Style
White

Corn

PINK

BATH
SIZE
BARS

"7
I ft

C•IAN1
SIZE

7Ct
r a

oz "17(
dI
CAN

Ajax Cleanser( 2WA.27,) CAN 18,
21.8 OZ

211-1.11. $ 59

SUNNYFIELD

BAG
Flour SKLF RISING
BOX 013c
STA.NDARD
_ OF 12 ,3
_
Jar Caps PIECE
$1 15
ALL or RESIN PTS 9B
BALL
DOZ
DOZ
REGULAR
Fruit Jars
CAh
6PACK 75(
Whitehouse Milk 3
1.1.11
BAG 'Sc
$249
Eight O'clock Coffee
CAN 29(
Luncheon Meat SUPER RIGHT
SWANEE COLORED
PKG. 10(
SO COUNT
Napkins

JANE PARKER

Spanipi_sh Bar

REG..
PRICE
3940

2.

EA

JANE PARKER

49(
PEGS 49e
EACH 69(

Blackberry e 5. VALUE
JANE PARKER
Cookies PEANUT minor
Layer Cake LAjDAYRES APLATRIKMEORR E

EA

CREST MONT

Ice Cream

'2-GAL.
CT N.

Fresh Cheddar Cheese
Crestrront Sherbet
,
A1 14•TpsinT
Sunnvfield Butter
Shorn Cheddar Ch?e!e

_
_ _

.. SINCS

Tie 601161 ARAMIC

WPM 116 6StsmArs1

•

4/P

59
4
3:

In This Ad Effective Through Nattirdnv Aumst II

AL

68'

Surf ini:e.E2,7 'VW 2 FOR 51' GlAitzlEr 7
"

45(

LB
GAL
TN )9°

LB

/AMIGA'S /00SMOST /000 IV A

GIANT
SIZE

C

ILO

s.

Breeze (slitr31.) l".E217

C

16-0Z. 1
II
CAN

PIRNAT NAC3
PE
P
yr °

Vel Liqu!cl Detergent

59c

TNO)IPSON
SKEDLENS

3r

1 S.OZ. 1St
Varieties GLASS

3

99c
49c

OT
JAR 49°

Mayonnaise ANSI PAGE
ANN PAGE
Peanut Butter DECORATED GLASS
SULTANA
Tuna CHUNK

Camay Soap( REG

LB.

N & G WHITING • PAN READY

390

Crackers

29c EACH
_ (Cash & Carry)

WHOLE OR
•••
HALF
CENTER
SLICES • •
SHANK
PORTION • •

reen Beans

SWEATER
SALE

5
59c

*Pity! Fresh Moeda
SUPER FOR BUSHEL 1
CANNING OR
FREEZING

Lemons

ONLY
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and basketball. The entire idea
MRS. SUSIE WILLIAMS
is an efficient approach to the
Mrs. Susie Williams, widow of great need fbr a Community
the late B. J. Williams, died Recreation Park and with the
Friday night, August 3 at 10:50 help of generous citizens the
at Fulton Hospital, after being area will soon become the focal
seriously ill for the past 10 days. spot for out-door activities.
She had been an invalied since
Who knows, maybe someday a
breaking her hip a few years public swimming pool will be
ago, She was 82.
erected there.
Sarah Thompson and daughFuneral services were held
The enthusiasm with which
and
Christine HastSunday afternoon at 3, at the
ter. Susan,
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel.
ings of Paducah visited our ofThe Rev H. E. Russell, pastor
fice. last week. Sarah and Chrisof the First Methodist Church,
tine were formerly operators of
officiated. Burial was in Boaz
our office.
Chapel cemetery.
Bobbie Brown is a patient in
Mrs. William was born April
the Fulton Hospital.
ICE CREAM AND RAESECUE 4, -1874 in Graves County. She
Tommie Gates visited in St. SUPPER AT RUSH CREEK
was the daughter of the late
Louis during her vacation.
There will be an ice cream and Leslie D. and Nan Pirtle Frensat
Cloys
is
Ruth
home
in
Mrs.
barbecue supper at thhe Rush ley. She had lived in Fulton foi
Cayce now from the Milan hosCreek
Methodist Church Friday the past fifty years, and was a
pital, Milan, Tenn.
night. Serving will begin at 8:00 member of the First Methodist
Mary Ann Williams, Anna p m. Everyone is invited to at- Church, where she was active
until health failed.
Btrzle, Hazel Clark and Eunice tend
Mrs. Williams leaves two sons,
Seath enjoyed. a full day of
SUPER RIGHT QUALITY — 12 TO 16 LB. AVG.
Raymond and Sam Williams,
basking in the sun at Eunice's
both of Fulton: four daughters,
cottage on Kentucky Lake, Wed- Gl'EST SPEAKER AT
nesday. That night they enjoyad LOCAL CHURCH or CHRIST Mrs. Ruby Ballengee, Mrs. R. B.
Tegethoff, both of Carbondale,
• luscious fish supper at Sue and
In the absence of the regular HL Mrs. Robert Witty of BirmCharlie's Cafe
Sarah Ross visited her sister preacher at the Central Church ingham. Ma., and Mrs. Mary
of Christ. Fulton, Kentucky. Mr. Sue Morris of Fulton; seven
In Louisville last week end.
Miss Joan McClanahan and W Claude Hall of Henderson, grandchildren, 11 great-grandSun- children; and a number of
Jerry Chisenhall were attend- Tennessee will speak next
8.45 a.m nieces and nephews
at
12th
August
day.
of
Miss
the4gedding
Jean
to
ants
Cole and Joe Bynum in the par- 11:00 a.m and 7:00 p.m.
STANLEY B. THOMAS
Services for Stanley B. Thomas of Mayfield were held at 2
Tuesday afternoon, at Rhodes
Chapel Church. The Rev. J H.
Currin officiated. Burial, under
direction of Jackson Brothers
Funeral Home was in the church
cemetery. He was 65
Mr Thomas died at 3-20 Monday morning after a lengthy
illness He was born at Lynnville, Ky., Jan 28. 1891 son of
the late James and Jennie Belle
Rooms
Wiggins Thomas He was a farm9 z 12 Linoleum
er.
Mr Thomas leaves his Wife,
Mrs Naomi Thomas; a son,
Marion Thomas of Wyandotte,
PANNLADT mows
Mich.; sir daughters, Mrs. Wal.- Ilk $9°
II-0X. MENISIVIA
ter Burgess of St. Louis, Mrs.
ENS
IM
011
Regular 999.95
Alvis Aday and Mrs Bob Burney
LR.
7-111I. COT
STEAKS
of Dorena, Mo., Mrs Otto Thom5-11L1
as, Mrs Elizabeth Thomas and
CUT
LIEMrs Spencer Prisson of East
brothers,
Prairie, Mo.; three
3 Piece
John Thomas of Lynnville, Curt
Thomas of Walnut Log. Ky.. and
Walter Thomas of Eddyville,
Ky., five sisters, Mrs. Pearl
Wiggins, Mrs. Willard Dick, Mrs.Double Dresser, Bookcase
Colbert Dublin and Mrs. Noah
Watts of Lynnville and Mrs.
Bed. Chest
Bettie Bound of Flint, Mich.;
ES grandchildren, three greatseveral
and
graudchikiren;
nieces and nephews.
JUM110 6 SIZE MELONS
LEANDER C. NELSON
Services for Leander C. NelEACH
son were held at 2 p.m. Monday,
Church
Grove
Oak
the
at
6.
Aug.
Save"!
"Trade With Wade and
of Christ. Bro Poe officiated.
CALIF.
DOZ.
Burial was in the church cemeMO SIZE
Fulton tery. He was 68.
Lake Street
Mr NeLson died at 11 p.m.
Saturday, at Haws Memorial
IONA CUT
Hospital, after a short illness.
southeast
miles
He lived three
of Dukedom.
Mr Nelson was born June 26,
18138 in Weakley County, the son
of the late William and Minerva
Highfill Nelson. He was a member of the Knob Creek Church
of Christ at Dukedom.
ARISTOCRAT
Mr. Nelson leaves three sons,
Lopez Nelson of Detroit, FrankC
x
1.11.
1 -0
4-PACKB
SALTINES
lin Nelson of Jackson, Tenn.,
and Jimmy Lee Nelson of Chicago; four daughters, Mrs.
PURR
Mitchell Powell of Dukedom,
79°
VEGETARLR
Chicago,
of
Mrs. Billie Walker
JANE
and
5-GAL
KURED
Miss JoytNelsonof Chicago
Nelson, who
16-0Z
Miss E abeth
A CANS
Fruit Cocktail SULTANA
lives at nine; a step-daughter,
111-0Z
Mrs. Jimmy Work of Dukedom;
A CANS
a sister, Mrs. Jim Oliver of FulOT
PAI=OUNT GARDEN PACK
on; nine grandchildren; and
JAR
STYLE DILLS
two great grandchildren.

6 DAYS A WEEK

:•1 4!ip

the Lions Club is working on
the park is a contagious thing.
All citizens are asked 49 expose
themself to this contagion and
start planning now to give several items to be auctioned off
on August 31. The Lions Club
have placed no limit on the
funds they will need for the
improvement, therefore
park
there is no lirbit to the gifts you
may donate to the project.
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Kentucky Must Look To Democrats-- Clem-ents
The record of the 84th Con- advisers in the Department of
gress clearly demonstrates that Agriculture have
Elector Candidates'
Kentuckians must look to the standing of their problems and
Democratic party for a national little sympathy for them. It was
Filed For Democrats
solution to their problems, Sena- under
Democratic
leadership
Names of Democratic canditor Earle C. Clements charged in that the tobacco growers had
dates for presidential elector, serecent address.
their acreage allotments relected by the party's State Cen"That record is filled with ex- stored. It was a Democratic Contral Committee, have been filed
amples of how little attention the gress that passed an effective
with the secretary of state, Mrs.
national Republican party gives bill to aid the farmers, and a
Former President Harry S. Thelma Stovall.
to those problems of the people Republican President • that ve- Truman tells an interesting story
They are:
which are of deep concern to toed it. That left the Democrats of how historic Long Run church
them," Senator Clements de- in Congress no alternative but got its name in a letter to SenState at large — Clyde E.
clared. "The Republicans have to salvage what they could out ator Earle C. Clements.
Reed, Frankfort, and Kerby Jentheir minds filled with the big of the wreckage by the enactnings. Murray: assistant elecCommenting on a bill introproblems of big business, big ment of the Soil Bank legislators, Jim Norris, Ashland, and
duced in the Senate by Senator
influence tion.
big
contributors,
Bennett Roach, Shelbyville.
Clements requesting a study of
groups, and their hearts are
"Kentucky has made great for- making the Long Run area in
Congressional districts— First.
aver-flowing with their cherished ward strides under Democratic
R. H. Upton Jr.. Canton; second,
Jefferson
a
'national
monument,
desire to play Santa Claus to state administrations to provide
Hugh Herndon, Calhoun; third
every country of the world ex- more adequate salaries for school the former President said:
A.
J. fine Jr., Louisville; fourth,
"My two grandmothers and
cept their own."
teachers throiith—the Minimum
J. G. Stuart, Horse Cave; fifth,
one
of
my
grandfathers
were
Turning to a specific recita- Foundation Program, but many
Mrs. Beatrice Weisbrock, Maystion of some of the things that areas of our state desperately members of that -church, and I ville; sixth, E. C. Moore: Liberremember
Grandmother
Young
,were done, or not done, at the need school buildings. Every
ty; seventh, Walter Shrout„ Ow'sessions of the 84th Congress Kentucky child is entitled to re- telling me how the church got ingsville; eight, Arthur Prather,
its
name..
It
seems
that
her
that affect Kentucky, Senator ceive his education in decent
Somerset.
school rooms, with modern fa- grandfather and some of his
Clements added:
Assistant electors by districts
were
neighbors
being
chased
by
"The record of the Congress cilities for the protection of his Indians. When they scattered, —First, R. H. Haley, Elkton; sec;bows that the Democratic mem- health and his full development. her grandfather crawled into a ond. Lucian Hunter, Leitchfield;
"I make the very definite hollow log to hide. The Indian
bers of the Kentucky delegation
were concerned with what the charge that the Republican in who was after him jumped up M W Ross, Louisville; fourth,
Republicans may regard as the Congress defeated the legislation on the log and, after looking in Wade Cassady, Edmonton; fifth,
little problems of the little peo- to provide federal aid for school Vain in all directions, said 'Long Eugene Wood, Flemingsburg;
ple of Kentucky. For my part, construction, and that national run white man''"
sixth, Edward C. Gaines, OwenI am willing to place these little Republican pretense of support
The grandfather of President ton; seventh. Most Mullins, Keaoeople and their. desires and for this program was a sham
Abraham Lincoln owned the ton, and eighth, M. S. Fannin,
needs at the top of the list of and a deceit," Senator Clements
area
where the church was built Whitley City.
continued.
things I intend lc) work for."
111 years ago, and he was killed
In the legislative fields of
"The key vote in the House of by Indians there. His body is
latural resources, agriculture, Representatives which spelled buried under the church.
Ancuret.
;eh ool construction, protection the doom of the school construcPending consideration of the
)1 natural gas consumers, high- tion bill was that on which the
WORKMANSHIP
way construction and many oth- Powell amendment was adopted. bill, Senator Clements has asked
the
National
Park
Service
to
Al Low Cost
Ts, the record reveals that the Ninety-seven members of the
a report on the historical
Watches, Clears and Time
interests or the people were House voted for that amend- make
importance of the site.
name el AU Kinds Aeonrepreseatted by the Democrats ' nient, and then against the bill
rately Repaired at IAPW Cost
one
of
in Congress, Senator Clements on final passage. Every
Ships carried two million galby—
;aid.
those 97 members was a Repub- lons of fuel to Antarctica in
Op"Programs for the develop- lican Not a single Democrat was
eration Deepfreeze I for use by
ANDREWS
ment of Kentucky's water re- among them. I charge that they
planes, helicopters, tractors and
Jewelry
Company
:ources received more attention deliberately voted for that
bases.
it this session of Congress than amendment with the specific
sver before, but that was done purpose of sabotaging the legis)ver the objections of the Re- lation and defeating federal aid
publican National administra- for school construction — and
tion," he declared.
they succeeded.
"There were no funds pro"I am very frank in saying to
oosed in the President's budget you that when I am re-elected
when he sent it to Congress in I shall continue to put the welfanuary for construction of the fare of Kentucky first in my
great new dam on the lower thinking. and I know that othCumberland Sliver The Demo- er Democrats in Congress repcrats of Congress put more than resenting this state will do the
i million dollars into the bud- same The Democratic nominees
get for that purpose, and Con- for the House and Lawrence W.
gress
recognized
Democratic Wetherby, the ott.er nominee for
sponsorship of that project by the Senate, are close to the
laming it in honor of that great needs of Kentucky, fresh from
Kentuckian, the late Senator Al- contact with the people, and re:
Pen W. Barkley.
sponove to their wishes. If you
"There were not funds in that put your trust in 1.1§, we will not
budget, either, for construction let
)f the Buckhorn reservoir on the
.apper Kentucky river or for
modernization of Lock and Dam
11 at Louisville, but the Demo:retie Congress put them in,
ilong with money for many othIDS HERE
Ace communicator Dave Garroway,
er water-use projects in Ken- The Sensational New Invention
along with J Fed Muggs and
Nit.
*
Phoebe B. Seebe, w.II ba on hand
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
ucky. In fact, this Congress apwhen the TV program, TODAY,
No Belts — No Straps —
oroved a total of $21,800,000 for
a,
g not•s from the n•w Fair•
No Odors
'iscal year 1.957 to develop Kengrounds.
tucky water resources and that
Approved by Doctors — The
,s the largest amount ever budNew Color and
World's Most Comfortable
en• Autry
Escitettnisnt at 1h•
zeted for our state in one year,"
Truss
brings bock th•
World s Greatest
Senator Clements continued.
Wild West in Top
Norse :howl
CITY DRUG CO.
Rodeo Style.
"The larmers of Kentucky
Fulton
certaizilly know that Secretary • 408 Lake St.
af Agriculture Benson and his

TELLS
HOW LONG RUN
GOT ITS NAME

any Post Office or the Board of
U. S. Civil Service Examiners,
Departnients of the Army and
Navy, 45 Federal Building, Louisville, Kentucky.
Applications will be accepted
until further notice.

CIVIL SERVICE
NEEDS ENGINEERS

"TINY BOND"
JOIN OUR
SAVING PLAN
-at No Cost to You!
Save While You Spend At

CITY DRUG CO.

Children never put off until
Th.. United States Civil Serv- tomorrow that which will
keep ,
ice Commission today announced them out of bed tonight.
an examination for the position
of Engineer. Salaries for these
positions range' from $4480 to
$7570 a ycar. These positions
are with the U. S. Naval OrdinAcross From The
ance Plant end the Louisville Ent
'
Coca-Cola Plant
gineers District Corps of Engineers, Louisville, Kentucky, as
well as, other Defense Installations in the Louisville area.
Applications and further information can be obtained at

408 LAKE STREET
.00to

-a

LAKE STREET UOUOR STORE
Lake Street Est
All Favorite Brands

PLENTY FREE

PARKING!

"Your Home Improvement Nis"
"FHA APPROVED"
Pay NOTHING down .. . 60 days before first payment. . . . THREE years to pay. We handle ALL
papers for you; no strings no red tape. (An FHA
loan does not affect your original home loan)

FARMERS TERMS available on quarterly payments.
INSULATION (blown-in, pre-fab, storm sash,
vents)
ROOFING: (Built-up, shingle, bonded)
FLOOR COVERING: (Rubber, vinal)
SIDING: (Insulating. asbestos, cedar, aluminum)
PEST CONTROL

Fulton Roofing & Insulation Co.
111 Washington Street

Next to Telephone office

Phone 60

FAIRGROUNDS LOUISVILUP

SEPT.7=115
A Spectacular Array of Top Shows in the Brand-New
Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center ... Plus Thou.
sands of Exhibits of Kentucky's Best in Agriculture.
Industry, Business, Education and Natural Resources.
See: KE CAPADES INTTRNATIONAL•PROUSSIONAL FOOTBALL•EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITS
•GENE AUTRY-ANNIE OAKLEY RODEO•MERCHANTS' AND MANUFACTURERS' EXHIBITS
•BARNES & CARRUTHERS STATE FAIR REVUE•BIG TOP CIRCUS•WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT
•TRANS-WORLD THRILL SHOW•EXHIBITS OF NATURAL RESOURCES•COUNTY EXHIBITS
•LIVEST0t1( EXHIBITS•FARM MACHINERY DISPLAYS•4-H AND FFA EXHIBITS
•FUMY EXCITING SPECIAL EVENTS•AND WORLD'S GREATEST HORSE SHOW
GET GOOD SEATS EARLY— ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOW WITH THIS COUPON

•

•
•
•

ALL TIMES LISTED ARE CENTRAL STANDARD (SLOW TINE)

e

ICE CAPADES, Sept. 7-8-9

VACATION TIPS -

No.

Don't forget to
stop the Milk
)
This colorful
dance onsombl•
does a sparkling
job in Ole •eciting
State fair Riaruar.

to,

"PETER PAN",
on• of the lavish
productions of
ICE CAPADES
INT ERNATIONAL

•

Mann.* Night
13.001 17 001

linso-tti;oking *sondes highlIghl iheSsusallesal 1

GENE AUTRY-AN•IIIE OAKLEY RODEO
Sept. 13-14
N.

Date

Matinee Night
13 301 17 301

So. teat. or 57
▪
seat% ot SI 50

_ _

G•norol admission at El

TAM -tce CAPADES)

110 TOP

Sept. 7-8
Dot.

Matinw. Night
(3301 17301

Chi Itir•n under 12 in
Gee. Ad.. Sett at 30(
fm.y. per,b1. In

_

_

SNOW andiew

--

_

try STATE IA

THRILL SHOW
Sept. 15
140. Mot.
Night
13301 17301

TOP wed/et IV. PATE PAIN -NEM

PROFISSK)NAL FOOTBALL, Sept. 9
grilledelphl• leples-Sattispere Cele)
SI Nees boo Neersred — Aft•rnann Only-140
MP. at $3.10 — Ns.•S3
Pln. al $2.50
Naha mile is. EY STATE lAil-FOOTIASU

- 1100501

STATE FAIR REVUE

Sept. 10-1 1 -1 3
Row.. of olghl enl,

No.

7 )0)

Dole

ICY STATE FAIN- MOP/

COCHRAN MAJORETTES AND
FIREWORKS, Sept. 9
essam se* — 730)
Al meets Set
No thitinial(Aube pereb)e is. TY STATE PAIR IAAJOIETTES1

KENTUCKY STATE FAIR HORSE SHOW, Sept. 10-11-12-13-14-13 Laft..1,coo — tessej.00t
No.
Non. Niphit
Tees. 141•1•
Wad. Night
Thar* Night
illeoeral eidembeicso at 11
Children ender Ti hi
Om Aims. Sod. et Mt
M. Plight
Set. Night At ofternoen porformances Roos., Pet. end Seel
semi/Wee Is Free.
Gear& acksiseo0 $1.35
Ihnitrwtti
seat Fri. Night al $1.40
Childre. redo,12 in
Gook. Ads.Sect at 75s
antablo lei CT. IRATE PAll- MOTET S11117):1"d "..°' Sot

m.

PIM*
The Meensienekas
Otaludis exhibit
daredevil skill I.
the Siete Folt

Nis TVA* As Post to Coll By Numb*,

Southern Bell Telephone

Date

So. goats of S1-90
Gieseral .nitaission at $1
Children soder 12 le •
Oak Ada. Sod. al E0c
pas payable h. ST. PAT! /Alt-WO

and...
Keep in touch with home
by Telephone
Plan ahead for a happier,
more carefree vacation.
'Nlephone ahead to make
reservations. Phone to
be sure of mains friends
along the way. And call
home to keep in touch.
Ws easy to do. And
Long Distance costs
so little.

Sox soots at $3
natters, chairs at $S
41eResereod seats at $2.30
Ilemen•il seesaw $2
titlatleohno at $1
111Mito porrob,o ho, rf STATE

114..

.

Hilarious clown* ham It up with Eng.
master Jock Sterling In TM Big Tog Oros.
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Fairgrounds
Admission to Fair-50c • Children under 12—Fre.
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groom; Parks Weeks of Fulton,
cousin of the bride; Turn Proctor of Lexington, Jerry Nichols
of Louisville, Ky., Jim Fossett
of Falmouth, Ky., and Warren
Risk of Frankfort, Ky.
For her daughter' wedding
Mrs. Weaks Muse a'gown of
mauve satin, and she wore a
matching hat and a white orchid corsage.
Mrs. Dicken was attired in a
dress of gray blue, a matching
• hat and a white orchid corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Weaks were
.,.)sts at a reception at the FulIon Country Club. Mrs. Vodie
Hardin, aunt of the bride, kept
lie guest register. Others assisting were Mrs. Parks Weaks,
Mrs. Iry Waterstreet of St.
Louis, Miss Sue Butterfield of
Orlando, Fla., Miss Dixie Jeter
Memphis, Miss Coburn Blackerby of Lexington, Mrs. Herbert
4unt of Mayfield, Ky.. Miss Ann
Fall, Miss Marion Blackstone,
Miss Norma Owen, Mrs. Gilson
Latta, Mrs. Robert White, Mrs.
.1. H. Maddox, Mrs. George
Doyle, Mrs. Homer Wilson, Mrs.
Fred Gibson, Mrs. Harvey Caldwell, Mrs. Hendon Wright and
Mrs. Frank Beadles.
The spacious and attractive
club was handsomely decorated
with white mums and Southern
smilax
advantageously
placed
around the rooms. The bride's
table was a picture of summer
beauty with its adornments in
the bridal motif, enhanced by
Mrs. John Hawkins Dicken
candelabra and trailing greenery.
For travel the bride wore a
First Methodist Church in Fulton was the setting
• toast suit of Italian raw silk
Saturday evening for the marriage of Mir% Mary Davis 'trimmed
in black braid and a
Weaks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Board Weaks black velvet hat
of F'ulton, to John Hawkins Dicken, son of Mr. and
The couple will live in Hous'ton. Texas, where the brideMrs William Francis Dicken of Bethel, Ky.
The Rev. Henry R. Russell, pastor, officiated. Vows groom is stationed at Ellington
were exchanged before an altar which held match- Air Base.
ing brass altar vases of white chrysanthemums, flankRADIANT ('LASS MEETING
ed by candelabra holding white candles. In the win- OF THE FIRSLEAPTIST
dows were groupings of candles and smilax.
'CHURCH OF MUTH FULTON
George Huddleston, choirmas- Okla, cousin %f the bride, was
The Radiant Class of the First
ter and organItt of Trinity Epis- maid of honor,4ind Mrs Maurice
1Baptist Church of South Fulton
copal Church of New Brunswick, Mulcahy of Lexington, Ky , sisTennessee met Monday night in
N J, presented a program of ter of the groom, was matron
the home of Miss Martha Weaks
of honor. Bridesmaids were Miss
MUSIC
for their regular monthly class
The bride, given in marriage Ann Latta, cousin of the bride, meeting.
t,i• her father, wore a gown of Miss Ella Doyle, Miss Frederica
The meeting was opened with
Chantilly lace and nylon tulle Gibson and Miss Jane White. all prayer led by their teacher, Mrs.
Fulton.
of
,ver taffeta. The bodice was
A. J. Damron_ The class scripia..hioned with a portrait neck Carmen Weaks and Mariana ture verse, Psalm 34:5 was read
one embroidered in seed pearls Weeks, cousins of the bride, were by Patricia Orr. The class motto
and sequiris, and long tapering flower girls.
was repeated in unison.
ileeves, and the skirt ended in
The devotional thought —for
The flower-girls wore floora chapel train. She carried a length dresses or emerald green the evening was "Highways—
siM1
prayer book with white orchids antique shantung and velvet with Road Signs" which was brought
and lilies of the valley.
portrait necklines and bustle by Mrs. Damron using Isaiah 40
Miss Carolyn RateUff of Vinita, bows in back Their hats of as scripture reference.
The business meeting was
velvet sad tulle complemented
the dresses in color and their conducted by the class president.,
flowers were yellow daisy chry- Martha Weeks. Names for prayer
pals and sunshine friends were
saot hem urns
The flowergirls wore floor- drawn A social for young people
mAtleti
length dresses of white organza was planned for next month.
over taffeta with ruffled skirts Minutes of the previous meetand emerald green velvet cum- ing was read by Shelby RushIg
merbunds They wore hats of ing. The meeting was closed with
green tulle and carried white prayer led by Miss Betty Faye
Ike II
Chantilly lace baskets filled Peeples.
Ideassa
Refreshments were served to
with blossoms
Lew dews psysismitt6rk
Brother Is Rest. Man
six members and two visitors.
mid Nasty Time
Frank Stockwell Dicken of
Lexington,
Free Kentucky vacation literhis
served
Ky.
BEM= MEM= brother as best
man Grooms- ature and map; maybe obtained
117 Mate
fallsa
men were Cyrus A. Dicken of from the Department of Public
Relations.
Bethel. brother of the
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DAWSON HUDDLESTON
TO WED MISS VOWELL
IN AUGUST CEREMONY

bride's grandparentts, Mr. and
Mrs. T. W. Lamb of Water Valley in the presence of the imMr. and Mrs. Roy Vowel! an- mediate families.
nounce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Janie Sue, to Dawson
Huddleston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
SPECIAL LOW
Arch Huddleston.
The wedding ceremony will be
SUMMER PRICES
performed on August 31, at the
McConnell Baptist Church, with
the Rev. Davis Louis llailliott officiating

•
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First Methodist Church Is Setting For Beautiful
Wedding Ceremony Of Miss Weaks, Lt. Dicken
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I EXHIBITS
I' EXHIBITS
PARTMENT
r EXHIBITS
EXHIBITS

E SHOW

DUPON

10E0

e Night
17 30/

01.7401

FREE FREE FREE
B and C MARKET
1% MR!11 MARTIN HIGHWAY
WITH THE PURCHASE OF

$5 OR MORE IN GROCERIES

Free CAR WASH
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT
Compare Them

MOULTON GAMBILL
Owner

1

MISS CELIA HICKS
AND MR. YOUNG TO
EXCHANGE VOWS

•.-

BEFORE LONG—
Get it NOW !

Immediate Delivery;
all sizes on Hand.
order yours today.

CITY COAL CO,
TELEPHONE 51

WATCH FOR THE BIG PALM
ii

Miss

the CARR PROPERTY at the intersection
of 111.1V13 45-51 By-Pas in Riceville

Halstead

MADAM RACHEL

Social Interest Centered In Engagement Of
Miss Shirley Halstead To Mr. William Gregory

Ito Past, Present and Future. Advises on
all the affairs of life.There is no problem so
great that she can't solve. Tells you to hold
our }oh, when you have failed and how to
cceed. Calls your friends and enemies by
name without asking you a single word. Will
tell you your troubles and what to do about them. Upon
reaching womanhood and realizing she had the God-given
power to help humanity. Madame Rachel has devoted a lifetime to this work. From the four corners of the world they
come to her. White and Colored, men WSW women of all races and all walks of life. Madame Rachel is superior to any
other Reader you have seen.
INTRODUCTORY OFFER $1.00 reading this week
open daily &
$ae am to 11:30 pin

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Afton Hall of Auburn, California announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their granddaughter, Shirley Rae Halstead, to William Porter Gregory, son of Mr. and Mrg.
Charles Hart Gregory of this city.
Miss Halstead is a graduate of PlaceK, Union High
School and Dental Nurses School of San Francisco,
California. Mr. Gregory iirit-graduate of Fulton•High
School; he has attended the University of Kentucky
at Lexington, Kentucky and served four years; with
the United States Air Force, being stationed overseas
and in the Western United States.
The couple plans to reside in Lexington, after a
short honeymoon, where Mr. Gregory will resume
study.

fail MADAM RACHEL

SEE US —

Miss Elizabeth Collings And Mr. Read Holland
Are Wed In Beautiful Home Ceremony Saturday
Miss Elizabeth Finn Collings, daughter of Mrs. Ben
Ind Mr. James Read Holland, son of Mr.
Mrs. W. L. Holland of Fulton, were married at 8
o'clock Saturday evening at the home of the bride's
mother.
Given in marriage by her uncle, Mr. H. W. Hayden,
the bride wore an Italian silk gown with an Empire
skirt ending in a chapel train.
Mrs. James B. Meriwether, Princeton, N. J., was
the matron of honor. The bridesmaids were Misses
Lois Lewis, Anchorage, and Nancy Jo Scott; Mesdames Stanley Merrill, Cambridge, Mass., John Mills,
Atlanta, and George Grattan, HI.
Mr. Joshua Denham, Jr., Pittsburg, was the best
man, and the ushers were Messrs. William Campbell,
Miamisburg. Ohio; Jess L. Gardner, Lexington; Daniel
Baird and George M. Nall, Fulton, and Charles Dishman.
A reception was held at the home of the bride's
mother. After a wedding trip to Honolulu, Tokyo,
Hong Kong, Bangkok, Singapore, and Jakarta, Mr.
and Mrs. Holland will live in Bandung, Indonesia.
and

BEFORE YOU BUY I

SPRAYERS — SPRAYS — SPRAY MATERIALS
For weeds, brush, tobacco, roses, flowers
For killing bugs, worms and
pests
TRICO tractor sprayers and materials

au

OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,--Clover,-Fescue

rrs PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
... and time for that good HANNA'S Paint — the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
interior or exterior.
\le

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CA:SM PRICES ARE HOT!

'TT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

and Mrs Carl Bell Friday
Mr. and Mrs J B Sanders visNettle Lou Copelen • ited relatixes near Tiptonville
Sunday.
Mrs. Pearl Cooper spent a few
days at Elmoore Copelen's this
week.
Misses Sudie and Myrtle Bellew have been visiting in this
community.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates visited Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
and farnily Sunday.
Mr. Carl Bell visited his mother and.. father over the weekend
in Askansas.
Mrs.' Myrtle Arrington, daughter and grandchildren visited
Sunday with Mr and Mrs. Arnie
Brown also Ronnie and Ricky
Brown.
N. A. Straighter visited Mr.

• ROCK SPRINGS

ENJOY

ACIatsc77d SoRs

Phone 202

East State Lbse

INTERESTING FARM, LIVE STOCK
AND POULTRY EXHIBITS . EXCITING RACES. . GREAT ENTERTAINMENT

AT THE BIGGER, BETTER THAN EVER

- Pli A
ASE DiSTR
RICT

siper

•

WAR MEMORIAL FAIRGROUNDS

Super
Kens-Tone

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

Wish Itime mid again! You
°WI mar this motehlam
beauty of this de luxe Wee
waD whit.
Gorgesas edam $.
Ready la USIA
apply. One gallon
does th• •verage
rosin a* ealy.
14.19 add

t.

Rmy 5,.,

89

Exchange Furniture Co.

Phone 35
ammemw

You'll Need it

Mrs. Mary Virginia Hicks of
Water Valley, Ky., announces the
engagement and approaching
marriage of her daughter, Celia
Carolyn Hicks, to Joe Franklin
Young, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Young of Fulton, Ky., Route 5.
Miss Hicks is a graduate of
Wingo High School, class of
1956.
Mr. Young is a graduate of
Dresden High School, class of
1954. He is presently employed
by Swift & Co. and the I. C.
Railroad.
The ceremony will take place
on August 31 in. the home of the

•

COAL

Church St.

August 14-15-16-17-18-1956
5 DAYS -5 NIGHTS OF FUN AND ENJOYMENT
EVERYTHING A GOOD FAIR SHOULD BE.. COME AND
JOIN YOUR FRIENDS FROM CALLOWAY, MARSHALL.
McCRACKEN, BALLARD, CARLISLE, HICICMAN, FULTON AND GRAVES COUNTIES. . THE GREAT JACKSON PURCHASE DISTRICT
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CLASSIFIED ADS

HOSPITAL NEWS

&LB KINDS OF KILTS mad*
while you wilt Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..

POWELL and EUDY Shoe Re- RENT A NEW
TYPEWRITER
pair offers you prompt, accuor Adding Machine. Rental
rate service at moderate cost.
applies on purchase. Harvey
204 Church Street. Fulton.
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
Plain Streets. Phone 874.
Headquarters for

AGRICULTURAL
LIMESTONE
Plenty on hand at all times;
your patronage appreciated

RAYMOND PEWITT
Mill 6treet ;

South Fulton

Home ph. 708; office 1892

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

WELLS DRILLED for Industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 261, Fulton. Ky.
1
7
0R RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street
KEEP THIS AD!
Over 20,000 Arthritic
and
Rheumatic Sufferers have taken
this Medicine since it has been
on the market. It is inexpensive,
can be taken in the home. For
Free information, give name and
address to P. 0. Box 522, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

Directors for 1956-57: President Thomas Bruce, Fulton t'ountY;
Vice -President, James Roberts, Hickman County; Secretary treasurer David Graham, Hickman County; Virgil Fuller and
James Hobbs. ('arlisie County; Thurman Pharis, Hickman County, and Raymond Champion, Fulton County.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

BREEDERS GROUP
ATTEND MEETING AT
EDRINGTON FARM,

NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
Mrs. Carey Frields •
and Buy your efface supplies
WHY PAY MORE?
and equipment Harvey CaldMr and Mrs. Joel Mathis and
well Co., Drive-1n OM,Outfitters, Neuf 1.001410111 MOW children of Akron, Ohio are
WthAgency
Walnut
di
Plain
Strait spending vacation here among
.
111
456 Lake Street
relatives.
Phone
074.
Thomas Bruce Is
3
The tent revival near Boyds—Phones 62 or 160W—
President Of
MAYTAG WARMERS. standard ville, Ky., held by Rev. Dempsey
and automatic models. MEM Henderson, pastor of New Salem
Farm Group
and up. Sales and sseeks. Baptist Church, continues on
Rufus Edrington and family.
Bennett Ilectric, Phone ROL nightly a portion of this week. Arlington, were hosts to the 200
Some fine sermons are delivered members who attended the anby the young minister and the nual meeting and barbecue lunch
attendance is very good.
for the Artificial Breeders' AsDr. Newell S. Doron, N.M.D. sociation recently.
just recently opened his clinic
A judging contest was held
in the Covender building in for adult members and Lee
Dukedom, the past week and in- Webb of near Arlington was
vites his friends in. He is the winner. The junior judging conComplete line of Batt and
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. B. L test was won by Edward ButEquipment
Doron, who was born and reared ler. Fulton county
here, later he had a clinic in
The association was pleased
Open 7 days a week
Denver and Englewood, Colo.
to have Drexel Southworth, field
24 hour service
Those who may be interested man from Artificial Breeders'
are asked to meet at Morgan Association, who gave the highCemetery on next Saturday, Au- lights of the program from the
SURE INSURANCE
gust 11, with your contribution past year.
E. C. Scheidenhelrn. guest
for up-keep of the cemetery this
AT
discussed
-Dairying
year. Mr. Simpson is caretaker, speaker,
and he has the grounds looking Today and in the Future." He
LOW COST
praised this area for the outnice.
•Lend Rarefying
breeding
and Mrs. Ed Lassiter, who standing record of
Mr.
• OMR Engineerlag
were here on vacation from De- dairy cattle artificially. but he
troit for a few weeks, purchased also warned that more milk rec• Lets. Subdivn;
WHY PAY MORE?
a house near Tri-City where they ords should be kept for the purwill live on return from the au- pose of culling non-profitable
RIUSSILL S. TRAVIS
cows in the future. He asked,
to-city.
Wick Smith Agency
"Who wants • boarder?"
417 Ridings St
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Donoho of
New directors elected this
456 Lake Street
Sedalia, Mo., and Mrs. Ray BenTelephone 4111
are Thurman Pharis, Hickyear
—Phones 62 or 160-W—
nett of Huntingdon, Tenn., aIld
man county and Virgil Fuller,
Harry Donohe and daughters,
Carlisle county.
were in our midst last Saturday
Officials expressed thanks to
and attended the annual meeting
a number of firms who donated
at Acree Cemetery.
gifts for judging and door prizes
Mrs. Bun Lassiter is nil- for the annual meeting.
- fering quite a lot from vein infection, but is able to be up most Clinic
Mr Nelson. age 68, had been
of the time.
some time
Mrs Susie Frields isn't quite in failing health for
lost
so well for the past week or so. and thus the community has
a good citizen. He was held in
Mr Burnett Lintz was inhigh esteem by all.
volved in a two car wreck the
Funeral and burial took place
past week when his car was
at Oak Gr::ve Church of Christ.
struck in the rear at a stop sign
Rev. Roe .•fficiating.
near Wingo. Ky, while he was
The deceased is survived by
returning from work at Merit
r.his companion, three sons, four
Clothing Co. Mr. Lintz suffering
daughters and one step-daughslight injuries, shaken up and
ter.
his car was badly damaged.
Sympathy is extended to all
Mrs. George Haygood
and bereaved ones.
children of Chicago. nl., are
here on vacation with parents,
Farmers can claim two-cents
Mr. and Mrs. D A. Mathis and
a gallon refund on gasoline, used
other relatives.
1 in farming.
Over at Acree Cemetery the
annual meeting took place last
Saturday. August 4 at 11 a.m
The committee in charge received the work done by Mr.
Grant Bynum, caretaker, for the
past year. At 11 o'clock Rev. L.
W. Carlin delivered the memorial service. Lunch was spread
Insurance and Real Estate
on long tables under shade trees,
Long term Farm Loans at
and the day spent in -good fellowship.
Low Rate of Interest
The entire community was
SEE
saddened when it received word
Charles T. Cannon
of the death of Mr. Leander Nelson, citizen of _District 13, the
Charles W. Burrow
past Saturday night at Haws

The following were patients in
the, local hospitals Wednesday
morning.
Haws Memorial—
Mrs. Elizabeth Pope, Tina Jolley, Dave Winfrey, Mrs. Byrda
Garvey, Virgil Jones, R. L.
Matthews. Mrs. Ray Steele,
James Johnson, Mrs T. D. Morris, and Mrs. William L. Campbell all of Fulton.
Jones Hospital—
Raymond Bennett, Mrs. M. C.
Payne, Mrs. Irene Wontor, Mrs.
Maggie Johnston, Mrs. Hattie
Bennett, Billy Hagan, and Tom
Hawks all of Fulton; W. D.
Hackett, Cayce; Mrs. V. H. Laster, Rives; Mrs. WIll Puckett,
Water Valley.
Fulton Hospital—
Mrs. Em Griffin, Dukedom;
Mrs. Alfred Vaughn, Wingo;
Mrs Curtis Baldwin, Fulton, Nathan Puckett, Fulton; Stanley
Jones, Fulton; Claude Locke
Clinton; L. D. Dedmon, Fulton
Rt. 2; Mrs. Davie Champion, Rt.
4, Fulton; Mrs. Roy Latta. Water Valley; Mrs. James Clark,
Rt. 3, Martin; Mrs. Perry Wade,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Jiessie Gardner, Water Valley; Jim Russell,
Fulton; Billy Jones. Rt. 4, Mayfield; Mrs Julia Coolt•y, Rt 2,
Crutchfield. Mrs W. B Thompson, Rt. 2, Water Valley; Luther
Pickens. Rt 2, Water Valley;
Mrs. S. A. Hagler, Fulton; Mrs.
R. V. Putman Sr., Fulton; B. B.
Stevenson, Fulton; Claude Jobe,
Water Valley; Mrs. T. T. Ward,
Wingo, Rt. 1; Mrs. A. B. Roberts.
Fulton; Mr. and Mrs Paul Bock,
Florida: W. F. Clark. Fulton;
Brown Marree, Clinton; Mrs.
Clarence Bellew, Clinton.

Got

Fulton citizens have in their
Mad
community.
(Continued from page 1)
We're ready to start one heck
to do something.
It has been said that a news- of a good fight if anybody wants
paper editor ought to wake up to.
mad at everybody every morning. Oftentimes the editor has
Children not mistaught, natand brickbats and boulders have wally love God; for
they are
been let louse, but the results of pure-minded, affectionate,
and
the mad spell have paid off.
gcr,,•1 ally brave.
Everybody ought to get pretty
darned mad at the fact that 47 We have complete stocks 4
new industries have come to
Kentucky thus far in 1958. Nary
a one has come to Fulton
Nary a one is going to come to
for HOME and FARM
Fulton unless everybody choosei up sides, gets mad at each:
Machines
pther and proves that something ;
can be done for the business BENNETT ELECTRIC
slump, the lack of payrolls, the'!,i PHONF 201
FULTON
steadily dwindling pride that
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An experimenisi model seedreclaimer, operating on the vacLum cleaner, and agitator principle, has reduced shatter and
losses by 75 to 95 percent under
test conditions In seed Swoduc-
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PAPA OE SALE
(See, 7%-lAs.)
—

WHAT YOU CAN
GET FOR YOUR
OLD WASHER

SKIRTS

A. This service is backed by Purina experience
in making over 200,000,000 bags of Concentrates—far more than any other brand.

(Arty Kind)
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FOR YOUR OLD WASHER
REGARDLESS OF MAKE, ACI
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LOOK AT THESE FEATURES:
• DOUSLE-WALL CONSTRUCTION
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• TROUBLE-FREE MEOIANiiisi

Bring in a load of your grain and check our fast service
grinding and mixing .. our c,•rn
plete list of Approved Formulas. We believe yo,i 'I
like our fast Check-R-Mix Service and will
back often.

REED BROS FEED AND SEED COMPANY
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• SUPER-DUTY Al

...our accurate

413 College Street
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Your old washer ....

You select the rations you want from Purina's
new Check-R-Mix Approved Formulas Book.
The cost is low because only a few bags of
Concentrate are added per ton.
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BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
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from my grain

1. You bring your grain. We grind and mix it
with Purina Concentrates.
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MORE FEEDING VALUE

The man is right. Here is why our new sign is going
to mean MORE FEEDING VALUE FROM GRAIN
for a lot of you farmers:
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• SPEED QUEEN "TIME-TELLER"
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• MAXIMUM WASHER GUARANTEE

SOUTH FULTON CLEANERS
—PHONE 1633—

OUT OF
VISIT T

-Trade With Wade and Save"!

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
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